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New student campaign launched
by EMILY RIMMER

T

he month of September saw
the launch of a brand new University campaign focused on
student feedback. The ‘TogetherWe...’
campaign was created in partnership
with Undeb Bangor (your Students’
Union) to create a bridge that allows
staff and students to work together,
creating a better student experience.
The campaign offers a lot of opportunities to give feedback on your
course and other aspects of student
life. One example is the module evaluation surveys after each semester the
results of which are looked at by lecturers, Heads of School, Dean of Colleges and the Pro-Vice Chancellor for
Teaching and Learning. Meetings are
held to discuss the results, and come
up with ideas for improvement. On average 100 modules a year are changed
as a result of student feedback via the
Module Evaluation process.
University Schools also have course
representatives that work closely with
lecturers on making sure students get
the best experience during their time
as a student. The ‘TogetherWe...’ campaign, led by the University’s Student
Engagement Unit, has a dedicated
website, social media, section in MyBangor and noticeboards across campus, which all help to highlight where
things been improved because of student feedback.
Some early examples include the
newly renovated social learning space
on the top floor of Pontio (designed
in collaboration with Undeb Bangor),
the renovation of the Wheldon lounge,
and the Library and Archives Services’
“More Books!” campaign, where students can suggest what books the Li-

Prof. Carol Tully (PVC for Students), students, lecturers, Undeb Bangor & Student Engagement Unit staff celebrate the TogetherWe campaign [photo: Pippa Beston]

brary should buy.
Professor Carol Tully, Pro Vice
Chancellor for Students said: “Over
the years the University has worked
hard to make sure student feedback is
at the heart of everything we do. This
has included millions of pounds of
investment in student facilities such
as Canolfan Brailsford; St. Mary’s student village; and teaching facilities,
including recent developments like
the School of Music refurbishment
and the new Sports Science laboratory.

Our partnership with Undeb Bangor
and the wider student body is critical
to our success: by working together we
make Bangor University brilliant.”
Connor Savage, Undeb Bangor President, said: “I’m incredibly proud that
Undeb Bangor and Bangor University are running a joint campaign that
puts student feedback at the top of the
agenda. This isn’t just some students
either. Every student, across every
campus, can now get involved – shaping their University experience for the

better!”
In the coming weeks, the campaign
will be popping up around campus to
highlight where things have improved
because of student feedback. First year
students have recently completed the
Welcome Week survey and will receive
an update detailing how Welcome
Week will be made even better next
year because of their feedback. Eat
Drink Bangor will be hosting some
Together We… focus groups (including free food!) so students can share

views on campus catering.
There is even merchandise available:
burgundy, grey and blue ‘TogetherWe…’ branded t-shirts will soon be on
sale in the Academi shop for £5, so you
can wear the campaign and spread the
message to other students who want a
voice.
You can find the campaign on Instagram and Twitter @togetherbangor, or
online at togetherwe.bangor.ac.uk

SEARCH:

TOGETHER
BANGOR

WIN #TOGETHERWE STUFF!

Find a #TogetherWe poster, sticker or noticeboard on
campus, take a selfie & tag us on Instagram or Twitter. You
could be in with a chance to win some #TogetherWe stuff!
Terms: together.bangor.ac.uk

The Boy with The Tape
on His Face is

Tape Face
Theatr Bryn Terfel

Iau 3 Tachwedd, 7.30pm
Thursday 3 November, 7.30pm
£16/£14

myfyrwyr a gostyngiadau
students and concessions

Crying Out Loud + Circus Evolution
yn cyflwyno/presents

Circa Tsuica

Opus 7

Theatr Bryn Terfel
Gwener 4 Tachwedd, 7.30pm
Sadwrn 5 Tachwedd, 2pm

balletLORENT

Snow White
Theatr Bryn Terfel
Gwener 11 Tachwedd, 7pm
Sadwrn 12 Tachwedd, 3pm
£15/£13/£10 myfyrwyr ac o dan 18 oed
£45 Tocyn Teulu a Ffrindiau

£12/£10 myfyrwyr a gostyngiadau
Tocyn Teulu £40

Friday 11 November, 7pm
Saturday 12 November, 3pm

Friday 4 November, 7.30pm
Saturday 5 November, 2pm

£15/£13/£10 students and under 18s
£45 Family & Friends Ticket

Comedy Central Live

Ro Campbell
Laura Lexx
John Hastings
Stiwdio
Mawrth 15 Tachwedd, 8pm
£10/£8 myfyrwyr a gostyngiadau
Studio
Tuesday 15 November, 8pm
£10/£8 students and

£12/£10 students and concessions
Family Ticket £40

concessions

Gyda/Featuring:
Band Jazz Tryfan

Volcano Theatre

Macbeth
Director’s Cut

Theatr Bryn Terfel
Mercher 16 Tachwedd, 7.30pm
£12/£10 myfyrwyr a gostyngiadau

Cabaret Pontio
yn cyflwyno / presents

Chango
Spasiuk
Argentinian
Theatr Bryn Terfel

Wednesday
16 November, 7.30pm
£12/£10 students and concessions

Gwener 18 Tachwedd, 8pm
£14/£12 myfyrwyr a gostyngiadau
Friday 18 November, 8pm
£14/£12 students and concessions

Cerddorfa Genedlaethol
Gymreig y BBC
BBC National Orchestra of Wales

Rhys a Meinir

Cyfansoddwr/Composer:
Cian Ciarán
Barddoniaeth/Poetry:
Gruffudd Antur

Ffilm
Sinema Pontio
ar agor 7 diwrnod
yr wythnos!
Tocyn sinema
myfyrwyr: £5

Theatr Bryn Terfel
Sadwrn 19 Tachwedd, 8pm

Pontio Cinema
open 7 days a
week!
Student cinema
ticket price: £5

£15/£13.50/£5 myfyrwyr a gostyngiadau
Tocyn teulu: £15/£20

Theatr Bryn Terfel
Saturday 19 November, 8pm

2am1
2for1

TIO

NOS

FAW

RTH
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PO NT IO

PON

Ar ôl y cyngerdd
Jam yn y Bar
After the concert
Jam in the Bar

PON

TIO

£15/£13.50/£5 students and under 18s
Family ticket: £15/£20
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Welcome to our first offical issue
of 2016-2017! The September issue
for us is always a welcome issue to
all the freshers who have joined us
but come October we have filled
all positions, done some training
and are ready for the upcoming
academic year.
In September we had great
success at Serendipity signing
up over 130 students who were
intersted in joining Seren. Out of
those 130 plus people we have now
elected a team of 15 students that
hold the sub editor positions. These
positions were held in a democratic
election at the start of October
and were voted in by other Seren
members. A couple of our members
from last year have also decided to
either stay in their old positions or
try a new one. For newly elected
sub editors, this is their first issue (so
go nicely on them) but I’m sure you
will agree they have taken on the
role with great success, producing
some inspiring pages.
Now that we have a full and
willing team, Seren is hoping to be
seen and heard alot more around
the University as our members
have a new dedication for making
this student society and paper
something great, that can be
admired by other students and
even staff. We hope to be a bigger
player in the Athletics Union by
getting involved with the sporting
teams more, also keepnig close
relations to other socities that want
to work along side us.
I have to say October is my
favourite time of year! Even though
by the time this paper comes
out it will be coming to an end;
October is the month of change
and rejuvenation. The landscape
around Bangor this time of the year
is also something to marvel with
the changing colours but maybe
not the change in temperature.
The materialistic part of me also
loves breaking out the big scaves
and the wooly hats that have been
boxed away for months and not
to mention the biggest event of
October, Halloween. We have made
this a spooky Seren issue with lots
of goolish themed content for you
to sink your teeth into to get you in
the mood for Halloween!
----The views presented hereinafter
do not represent the views of Seren
Bangor, Bangor Students’ Union or
Bangor University.
----Seren is printed by NWN Media.
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NEWS

Friends fight back for former Bangor student
IN
BRIEF C

Bob Dylan’s
silence over his
Nobel Prize for
lecture

THE awards body of the Nobel Prize
for Literature has stated they’ve
stopped trying to contact the US singer after getting no response from him.
However, we are talking about a man
who plays entire concerts with his
back to the audience.
Dylan has not yet commented on
his win of the prestigious prize despite the fact that the 75 year old performed in Las Vegas, shortly after it
was announced.
This leaves everyone in the unknown about whether he will travel
to Stockholm to collect his award
in person on the 10th of December.
However, this doesn’t mean he won’t
be honoured anyway, as the show must
go on.

eri Dawson, known to his
friends as Cez, is a 28 year
old male who graduated from
Bangor University in 2008 from the
school of Sport, Health and Exercise
sciences.
Unfortunately the new parent was
diagnosed a little over a month ago
with a rare cancer called Pleomorphic
Soft Tissue Sarcoma. Until recently,
everyone was under the positive impression that the cancer was responding well to the chemotherapy, leaving
his wife of 4 years Catrin Dawson and
those around him with the hope that
the tumour could be removed via surgery. However, MRI scans have shown
the roots of the cancer have infiltrated
too many complex structures as well
as migrating into his neck, chest wall,

shoulder and back. These complications mean doctors cannot operate.
Cez’s friends and even strangers
aren’t taking this setback as a defeat.
Instead, they are going the extra mile
to raise money for Cez and his family during this time. On the 22nd and
23rd of October a group of friends are
cycling over 200 miles from London
to Cez’s home town, Wrexham. To
donate towards this fundraiser visit
https://www.gofundme.com/ridingforcez. Another way they are doing this is with the help of Bangor
University’s football team. On the 29th
of October they are holding a fancy
dress football tournament in Canolfan
Brailsford. Come along and show your
support and laugh at those in ridiculous costumes!

Vintage Fair Illuminates Pontio

Ex boyfriend
pleads guilty to
murder
EMMA Baum’s body was found in her
back garden on 18th July. She had suffered head injuries.
David Nicholas Davies, 25, has now
confessed to the charge at Mold Crown
Court but said he did not accept the
full prosecution case. A hearing with
evidence being called before the judge
will take place at Caernarfon Crown
Court on the 7th of November.
The court was informed that Davies
denied using a knife in the attack and
he claims he did not take a weapon to
Miss Baum’s home.
Judge Keith Thomas informed him
he would be remanded in custody until the evidence is brought before the
judge.

North Wales
Worth A Visit
NORTH Wales has recently been
named 4th best place in the world to
visit by travel guide, Lonely Planet.
Beating places such as South Australia,
French Polynesia and Coastal Georgia,
North Wales was included due to its
stunning scenery and vast activities
on offer.
Lonely Planet Editorial Director,
Tom Hall said: "We included north
Wales in this year's list of top 10 regions because it deserves to be recognised on the global stage. North Wales
is a gem and should be on every traveller's radar."

by EMILY RIMMER

O

n Friday 14th October,
University Vintage Fair came
to Bangor University for the
first time. The fair was held at the student union in Pontio and included an
array of vintage clothing, shoes, bags
and jewellery.
University Vintage Fair has been
running since 2013 as a pop up event
for universities all over the UK. It allows students free entry to the event,

along with social media competitions
and promotion jobs. The whole concept was created by Dave and Lorna 8
years ago.
Nick, who works for University
Vintage Fairs, told me, “Lorna use to
hire a space in a University and invite
other vintage traders to come along
and trade but she decided she wanted
to sell her own stuff.
“They were originally market traders and saw an opportunity to expand their business of selling vintage

clothing to students.”
The company consists of three different teams that travel to certain areas of the country to hold the event.
They have expanded from covering 4
universities a week, to now visiting 12
universities a week.
Students at the fair were asked about
their thoughts on the one off event,
“It’s great! I’ve never seen anything
like this at the university before, so it’s
something different to experience!”
Another student added, “I love

vintage! As soon as I saw the event on
Facebook I was here first thing this
morning. I just think studentS love
vintage, it’s something that’s comfy
and accessible.”
Nick added, “It’s great to come to
Bangor for the first time and hopefully
we will be back next semester!”
The company plans to expand further, with hiring more teams and visiting more universities. The company
would love to one day be a household
name within university life.

Millennials would rather die than vote for Trump or Clinton

W

ith the 2 past debates behind us, the third is on
the horizon. At a rally in
Colorado, Trump told his supporters that he was “gonna take back the
White House” and “deliver real, real
change”. Clinton, in contrast to Trump,
has disappeared from the public eye to

C

onsumer giant Unilever PLC
are raising the UK prices for
a variety of products ranging
from mayonnaise to shampoo. This is
after a Brexit-triggered decrease of the
pound which threatens buying power
for Great Britain.

prepare.
Her ability to focus will be tested by
Trump who brings two guests to the
show: Obama’s Kenyan born, Trump
supporting, half brother called Malik
and Pat Smith who is a mother of a US
officer killed in the 2012 Benghazi attack who has openly spoken about her

hatred of Hillary Clinton.
The polls recently have suggested
voters are finding the debate an annoying turn off which could lead to a
possible decline in the November 8th
turnout.
One group exhausted with the
candidates happens to be young

voters. The new UMass Lowell/
Odyssey Millennials poll revealed that
nearly a quarter of Americans between
the ages 18 and 35 would rather see a
giant meteor strike Earth than have
Hillary Clinton or Donald Trump in
the White House.

Unilever is asking top grocery giants
to increase prices by 10%. This demand triggered a standoff with Tesco
PLC. They began to remove Unilever
brands from its website as it refused to
accept the higher prices. The next day
Unilever stated “the supply situation

with Tesco in the UK and Ireland
has now been successfully resolved.”
Giving no details on how the resolution came about.
On Twitter, people stated store
shelves were emptied of Marmite jars
which are a Unilever brand, and one

used jar was put up for sale on eBay for
£100,000.
Unilever have also approached J
Sainsbury PLC about raising prices by
around 10% on average. Sainsbury is
still in talks with Unilever.

Unilever price rises
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Caernarfon castle’s ‘Weeping Window’

NEWS

IN
BRIEF

The new £10 note
THE next new note to be issued by
the Bank of England will be the £10
note. It’s set to be released around
September/October time next year
and will be smaller than the current
one but larger than the new fiver. It’ll
be made of the same polymer materials as the £5 note.
Back in 2013 it was confirmed in a
press conference that the note will feature Jane Austen and her quote from
Miss Bingley in Chapter XI of Pride
and Prejudice which states: “I declare
after all there is no enjoyment like
reading!”

Creepy clowns

I

ramparts onto the ground underneath.
The artist behind this work is Paul
Cummins and the designer is Tom
Piper with the former stating it had
taken nearly six days to install.
World War poet Hedd Wyn’s nephew
Gerald Williams was present at the
opening of the exhibition and told the
Daily Post that “To look at these poppies today and just imagine that they
are representing a human being - all

of them, to me it’s ridiculous isn’t it. I
don’t understand war at all. It doesn’t
make sense to me; young men in the
prime of life being sacrificed for what?
I just don’t know.”
The installation is available to view
for the public up until November 20th
with free entry from 10am until 5pm
every day. However, only 1000 tickets
are released on the door on the day so
with an expected 3000 visitors per day

it is advised to book online in advance
to save disappointment.
Some visitors have stated that the
design resembles a dragon’s claw.
However, due to certain archaeological
things underneath the castle ground
poppies had to be placed in different
places to ensure that potential archaeological discoveries aren’t tampered
with. This ended with the visually
pleasing result of the dragon’s claw.

olice confirmed that a foot discovered by a member of the
public on the west coast of
Anglesey does belong to the missing
Avril Whitfield.
DNA tests confirmed the foot belonged to the 57 year old who went

missing back in April.
The family of Avril issued a statement via the North Wales police stating, “It is with a heavy heart we can
confirm that the boot with remains
found on Llanddwyn beach was that
of Avril. Ann’s family and close friends

would like to thank all the people of
Caernarfon and surrounding areas for
all their support and kindness shown
to them during the months that Avril
was missing. Avril was very well liked
and very much loved by all who knew
her. We would request that the media

respect our privacy at this very difficult time.”
Chief Inspector Richie Green said
that her death is not being treated as
suspicious.

K

mistake as “an absolute non-apology”
and a “national embarrassment”.
Other names on the list include
Dame Kelly Holmes, Sir Trevor

“upset, uncomfortable or offended”.
He said: “I want to apologise on behalf of Kent Union to any individuals
who were upset, uncomfortable or offended by the image shared.
“There was no intent for this to happen and I am very sorry to anybody
who felt this way. “I also feel it is important to explain the context behind
how this happened.
“As a students’ union we are led by
our members; over 2,000 volunteers
who give up their time to run campaigns and events.
“This is through a wide range of activity be it sports clubs, societies, campaign groups, elected. “This is through
a wide range of activity be it sports
clubs, societies, campaign groups,
elected officers and so forth.
“The Black History Month calendar of events was led and run by
these students and supported by the

organisation. The activity for the
month was decided by open meetings
attended by black and minority ethnic
students.

n remembrance of the Welsh soldiers who died during the First
World War an enormous piece of
art called the ‘Weeping Window’ has
been installed at Caernarfon Castle
featuring 6000 handmade ceramic
poppies, some of which come from
the 2014 Tower of London sculpture
which commemorated 100 years since
the beginning of the Great War.
These poppies surge from the castle’s

Family mourn after missing Avril’s remains found

P

Kent University face backlash over Black
History Month

ent university’s students union
has become a “national embarrassment” after it picked former One Direction singer Zayn Malik
and Mayor of London Sadiq Khan as
poster-boys for Black History Month.
Students at Kent University pointed
out that that neither Malik nor Khan
are black and are both from British
Pakistani families.
Kent University Students Union are
facing a huge backlash and the official UK organisers for Black History
Month said they were “deeply disappointed” by the university.
The student union at the university said they aimed to “empower”
students through its Black History
Month, where it chose six public figures to represent diversity, at a number
of events throughout October.
Despite the university’s grovelling apology, students described the

McDonald, Shirley Bassey and Arthur
Wharton, Britain’s first black professional footballer.
Kent Union president Rory Murray
apologised to students who were

AN imported phenomenon from the
US is keeping the police alerted. The
craze known as the ‘killer clown’ craze
has spread across Britain with people
documenting their encounters on social media.
Police are warning people that their
pranks could lead them to face arrest
if they are scaring innocent members
of the public.
One citizen of Cumbria took matters
into his own hands and dressed up as
Batman and appeared to be chasing a
clown away in an image posted on social media.
It is hoped that following Halloween
the clown craze will subside.

North Wales fire
and police unite
to find missing
people faster
THIS scheme is being piloted in
stations in Wrexham, Holyhead,
Caernarfon and Bangor. Firefighters
are working alongside the police to
locate missing people who are also
vulnerable.
This work is being run by the North
Wales police bosses who state that
this adds more resources to find those
missing as quickly as possible.
Chief of the fire service stress that it
does not cost the service extra money
or strain on their resources and shows
why resources should not be cut in
the first place especially with the extra
training that has taken place for these
staff.

Hospitals Under
Pressure
ALL three of North Wales major hos-

“I hope that the passion ignited in
many people in the last 12 hours will
continue and that students will become further involved in leading our
black and minority ethnic work.”

pitals are under increasing pressure
according to the Betsi Cadwaladr
University Health Board. A statement
from BCUHB says: “We are currently
experiencing incredibly high demand in all three of our Emergency
Departments, and this understandably
is increasing pressure on resources.”
People are being urged to seek services that suit their needs rather than
heading straight for the Emergency
Department.
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POLITICS

President of France admits “problem with Islam”

P

resident of France, Francois
Hollande, has admitted to his
nation having a problem with
Islam, commenting that “the veiled
woman of today will be the Marianne
of tomorrow.”
The comments are revealed in new
book “A President Shouldn’t say
this…” in which the President unleashes a series of unguarded and explosive comments, on issues ranging
from “Frances problem with Islam”
to worries surrounding football, that
there “is no [national] attachment in
the French team.”
France’s muslim population is the
highest in western Europe, with 7.5%

identifying with the religion (compared to 4.5% in the UK) and is not
only increasing by migration, but is
also seeing a rapid population growth
through a comparatively high birth
rate and young overall population. The
official stance of the French government has been, in large, that the high
numbers of migration from the Middle East has been a boon for the Republic, only having in the last months
overturned the burqa ban (issued by
local governments) at a federal level.
Hollande’s comments then come as
a stark contrast to government position, placing a traditionally left-wing
President firmly beside right-wing
candidates, many of whom were criti-

cized by the left for expressing similar
opinions but in public.
Outside of traditional politics, Hollande also expressed distaste for
modern footballers, commenting
that many were “blokes from housing estates without bearings, without
values”, and who required “weight
training for the brain.” Unsurprisingly,
also included were insults directed to
his right-wing predecessor, Nicolas
Sarkozy, whom he considered a "little
De Gaulle" full of "vulgarity, meanness
and cynicism".
Ultimately, it seems unlikely that the
recent comments are to change Hollande’s position as the most despised
President in French history.

Pepe the frog caught “spreading hatred and bigotry”

I

nternet cartoon frog and popular
meme (humorous image shared
online), Pepe, has been declared
a symbol of white supremacy, antiSemitism and hate speech by groups
including the Clinton 2016 Campaign,
CNN, the LA Times and now, perhaps
most serious, the Anti-Defamation
League (ADL). The ADL, a Jewish
NGO established in 1913 with the
aim of “fighting anti-Semitism and all
forms of bigotry”, declared that Pepe
had been used to “harass and spread
hatred on social media”.

Those familiar with the popular frog
illustration, will now be surprised to
find Pepe sharing a stage with the likes
of the Swastika, the Aryan fist and the
blood drop cross (of the KKK). The
move has sparked a response of hilarity from many internet users, leading
to some online commentators creating
the hashtag #NotAllPepes. The ADL
went on to announce via twitter they
would be “joining forces with Pepe the
Frog creator, Matt Furie”, in an attempt
to recover Pepe from the perceived
racist abuse.

Give Syrians their own city, says Left-Wing Expert

S

uggesting that Germany has
no real culture, an expert on
Salafism (the study of the ultraconservative, reform movement in
Sunni Islam) has suggested that Syrian
immigrants should be granted an entire German city, as opposed to integrating into German Society. Speaking
on the need for integration, Kurt Edler
proposed the radical idea of affording
Syrian immigrants their own city, arguing that Germany’s “disintegrated”
culture allows the option to be less
than a wild fantasy, but practical. Edler
foresees a New Allepo, potentially
situated in the Chancellor’s own state,
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, in which
Edler is confident this new city would
develop a sense of community, given

up on by the indigenous Europeans.
The idea of a separate city for Muslim
immigration is not a new idea in Germany, and has been voiced before by
another academic, Ulrike Guérot, who
argued that the idea of a “dominant
[German] culture” is “fascist”. While
the idea has yet to gain much political
steam, it potentially reflects a growing
train of thought amongst German academia as a solution to the rising issue
of radical Islam. The news comes following the latest scare, with part of the
city of Chemnitz being shut down as
authorities conducted a manhunt for
bomb suspect, Jaber Albakr, a 22-year
old Syrian migrant. Security remains
high, following a year of continuing
danger and uncertainty for Germany.
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UNESCO Resolution
deemed ‘Political Jihad’

POLITICS

France
dismantles Calais
Jungle

F

O

nly one week following United
Nations Cultural Body, UNESCO, ratified the controversial resolution condemning the Israeli
government as “the occupying power”
and classing Jewish links to Jerusalem
as secondary, the executive body is set
to vote on a second resolution aimed at
degrading the link between Judaism,
Christianity and the Temple Mount
(the holiest site in Judaism). The document had been seen as such a hit to
the reputation of Israel and the Jewish
faith, that Hamas (a group dedicated
to the destruction of the Jewish state)
voiced in a statement that the resolu-

tion had been a “victory for the Palestinian cause” and a “destruction of the
Israeli narrative regarding Al-Aqsa”
(the Islamic name given to both the
mosque and the Temple Mount it inhabits).
The new resolution is set to be a
partially watered-down version of the
initial document, in the hopes of gathering support, or at least abstention,
from European and North American
nations. While withdrawing some of
the most offensive remarks toward Israel and Judaism, the new resolution
continues to deny any religious link
with the Temple Mount. Unsurprisingly, the Israeli government has come

Tony Blair hints
Political
Comeback

A

dmitting to feeling “motivated”
by the current state of politics,
and the situation with Labour
in particular, Tony Blair questioned
whether he might make a return to
frontline politics, leaving his future an
“open question”.
Describing the Labour Party under
Corbyn as pushing a set of “principles
that takes us back to the sixties”, it is
not hard to see why the former Prime
Minister, criticized by some members
of his own party for swinging too far to
the right, describes the current choice
between a hard-brexit Conservative
party and a far-left Labour as a
“tragedy for British politics.” The news
comes following an announcement

of the wind up of controversial
consultancy business, Tony Blair’s
Associates, in which Blair is criticised
as having provided advice to regimes
with records of human rights abuses.
Tony Blair remains a controversial
figure, having only earlier this year
been heavily criticised for the handling
of the Iraq War by the Chilcot Enquiry.
Yet, in spite of his reputation and a clear
dissatisfaction of core Labour voters, a
recent poll by the Independent found
that voters find a Labour under Blair
more electable than Labour under
Corbyn. Recent moves by Blair,
persistent dissatisfaction amongst
Labour MPs, and signs of public
opinion may mean that we have not
seen the last of Blair’s New Labour.

out strongly against the vote, Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu calling
the resolution a “theatre of the absurd.”
Israel has suspended all ties with UNESCO, having already withdrawn all
funding alongside the United States in
2011, when the cultural body accepted
the Palestian bid for full membership.
The resolutions have received wide
support from Israel’s opponents in the
Middle East, many acting in the name
of Palestine. According to one ambassador from a leading Arab proponent,
he did not understand what the Palestine hoped to achieve, calling it “essentially diplomatic jihad against the Jewish People, Judaism and Christianity”.

Refugees set alight shelters set to be demolished

rench Officials have begun with
the operation set to dismantle
the Calais Migrant camp, commonly described as the Calais Jungle
due to its improvised shacks and poor
sanitation. The Jungle, home to almost
seven thousand migrants, of amongst
others, Syrian, Afghan and Libyan descent, originally formed in the summer of 2014, and has been a persistent
blotch on British-French relations
ever since. Over 1200 police and other
members of enforcement are set to
conduct the operation, and whilst the
French Interior Ministry has said it
“does not want to use force” they have
stated that the “police might be forced
to intervene” if there are migrants who
do not wish to leave the camp.
While the inhabitants of the camp
will be offered places in refugee centres across France, fear has arisen over
potential anger by migrants, many of

whom still seek to start a new life in
the United Kingdom, but have been
refused on the basis of EU law stating
that they must seek refuge in the first
EU country they had arrived in.
The closing of the camp will come
as good news to both the Calais and
French population as a whole, with
French Presidential hopeful, Alain
Juppe, stating that the image of the
Calais Jungle was “disastrous for our
country” and also had “extremely
serious economic and security consequences for the people of Calais.”
Juppe also commented on plans to
scrap the current deal allowing British
officials to check passports on UK soil
and vice-versa, effectively allowing for
the prospect of a Calais style camp but
on British soil. The idea, which is met
with growing popularity in France,
may mean that while the Jungle may
soon be gone, it might not be gone for
good.
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NOBEL PRIZE
2016: SCIENCES

Karolinska Institutet awards the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine

Swedish Royal Academies award the Nobel Prizes in Chemistry, Physics and
Economy

by AZAT KALYBAY

O

nce again, another group of
distinguished figures was chosen by the Nobel committee
for perhaps the most prestigious prize
in the world. Among different fields for
which the prize is given for, literature
and peace awards are the two that are
not given for scientific achievements.
This year, Bob Dylan was awarded the
Nobel Prize in Literature and Juan Manuel Santos received the Nobel Peace
Prize. The selection of both these individuals were met with some criticism,
as it often does every year, but since
these categories are somewhat distant
from science, the contributions of
these two laureates will not be in our
focus.
The remaining four categories are
thus physics, chemistry, physiology or
medicine and economics. As it was recently noted in an article on the BBC,
Nobel Prize winners have become
significantly older than their predecessors from the first half of the 20th
Century. If the average age of winners
was about mid-fifties back at the time,
currently laureates are mostly over
seventy. Does this mean that modern scientists have to work longer to
achieve big results than the scientists
of the earlier days? Probably not. The
reason is most likely that nowadays,
most scientists still make their biggest discoveries earlier in their career
but the discovery itself needs to stand

the test of time and only then will the
scientific community truly acknowledge the contribution it had made.
Of course, there is another interesting statistic regarding the number
of women to men becoing winners,
which now stands at 48 to 822 respectively, but that is a whole article as in
of itself.

Medicine

First in our spotlight is the single
Nobel laureate in Medicine, Yoshinori
Ohsumi. Yoshinori Ohsumi is a Japanese cell biologist at Tokyo Institute of
Technology. For 27 years, he studied
the mechanisms of autophagy, which
was first observed in 1962 although
the process itself remained unknown
until Ohsumi’s experiments with yeast.
Autophagy, before 1990’s was known
as a mechanism that was used by cells

to essentially get rid of its rubbish. Nobody knew how it operated and which
genes were involved. At the time, as

Prof. Ohsumi notes, autophagy was
a very unpopular field with about 20
papers being published on it compared
to about 5000 papers now. It became a
huge field all credit to Yoshinori Ohsumi. So what he discovered was that the
lysosome in yeast cells, an organelle
where the rubbish is discarded to, is
not just a waste dump, but actually a
recycling plant as well. He explained
that in cases of starvation, our cells
have a mechanism that promotes autophagy vesicles to be produced and
basically eat itself to make energy. Furthermore, Prof. Ohsumi’s findings revealed that autophagy is also a process
by which cells deal with infections.
Disruption of autophagy, inability to
properly discard toxic proteins from
the cells, was found to occur during
Alzheimer’s disease and many other.
By identifying the genes that were used
to perform autophagy in yeast cells, researchers were then able to work out
that similar processes occurred in human cells. Autophagy was therefore
recognized as being one of the fundamental cell processes, which starts to
wear out after time, becoming one of
the signs of ageing.

down to near absolute zero. They discovered that these conditions allowed
electricity to be conducted without
any resistance, turning a material into
a superconductor. This phenomenon
was previously thought to be impossible, but the trio explained the instance using advanced mathematics,
namely topology. Topology is a branch
of math that explains how shapes are
transformed without being broken.
The most famous visual illustration
of topology is done using a pretzel, a
bun and a doughnut. The only thing
that separates them in terms of topology is the number of holes. A pretzel
has two, a doughnut has one and a bun

squash matter down to a thin film of
atoms and then cool it down dramatically, tiny whirlpools called vortices
are created on the surface. And these
vortices are the reason superconductivity occurs. As soon as the material
becomes thicker or the temperature
rises, vortices are lost, so is the superconductivity. This discovery then
opened the door for new materials to
be created, topological insulators. Let
me quote an article from Guardian
about materials that could change the
future. One of the materials mentioned
is stanine, which is a topological insulator. Here’s a quote from the article:
“Materials conduct electricity when

has none (no pun intended). A great
feature of topology is that it operates
using only integers, whole numbers,
there can never be a half hole. So,
what the three physicists found using
topological maths was that when you

electrons flow through them. However, in most materials, the electrons are
held up by impurities and other features that give rise to resistance. This
resistance generates heat, and so electronics must be cooled to stop them
melting. Stanene promises to change
all that. The structure of the material
allows electrons to shoot along channels with no resistance whatsoever.
Add a little fluorine and the material
will have zero resistance at more than
100C (212F).” According to research-

Physics

Next up are the three physicists who
worked on understanding some of the
strange states that matter can assume.
David J. Thouless of the University of
Washington, F. Duncan M. Haldane
of Princeton University and J. Michael
Kosterlitz of Brown University are the
three British-American scientists who
won this year’s Nobel Prize in Physics. The three were awarded the prize
for their theoretical work in the 1970s
and 1980s. In essence, the physicists

explained how matter starts to act in
different ways when its flattened into
a single chain of atoms and cooled

ers, stanene can become a natural successor to copper interconnections in
computers. This new material would
then enable designers to produce even
smaller electronics. Eventually, topological insulators could replace silicon
that is used to make computer chips as
cheaper and more sustainable source.
Nevertheless, part of the scientific
community was a bit surprised for the
choice of physics laureates this year.
Many expected the prize to go to LIGO
scientists who confirmed Einstein’s
century old prediction on gravitational
waves. One of the reasons might have
been that the scientists simply missed
the deadline for consideration that is
in January, but the news of the discovery came out in February.
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SCIENCE
criticized for its laureates and the
category itself is very much a contentious one. The bonuses that CEOs
get for their work is staggering and is
frequently featured in the news. Thus,
the contract theory is seen by many as
a theory that encourages greed. Notably, one of this year’s laureates, Oliver
Hart, admitted that economists often
worry over their theories whether they
are right and beneficial to the society.

Chemistry

The chemistry prize this year went
to scientists who developed so-called
molecular machines. These incredibly
small machines are the 1000th of a hair
wide and could potentially be remotely
controlled to destroy cancer cells in
patient’s body. Jean-Pierre Sauvage of
the University of Strasbourg in France,
Fraser Stoddart of Northwestern University in Illinois, USA, and Bernard
Feringa of the University of Groningen
in the Netherlands are the minds who
created these molecular machines.
It all began back in 1983, when JeanPierre Sauvage along with his colleagues made a machine formed out
of two interlinked molecular rings. By
creating these rings and not connect-

ing them together, the chains were allowed to have room for movement and
therefore perform mechanical tasks.
The next development took place in
1991. Fraser Stoddart, connected a
molecular axle to Sauvage’s molecular
ring and closed the endings. As a result, the molecular axle could be made
to move from one end of the molecular structure to the other, making it a
molecular lift. This invention was then
followed by the creation of molecular muscle and a molecular computer
chip. Most recent progress on molecular machines was led by Bernard
Feringa’s team in 1999. Feringa crafted
a more advanced molecular motor, a
nanocar and a rotor blade. “In terms
of development, the molecular motor
is at the same stage as the electric motor was in the 1830s, when scientists
displayed various spinning cranks and

wheels, unaware that they would lead
to electric trains, washing machines,
fans and food processors. Molecular
machines will most likely be used in
the development of things such as new
materials, sensors and energy storage
systems,” says the Nobel Prize statement. The invention of molecular machines is a scientific breakthrough, but
currently, the knowledge we have on
molecular machines is at a fundamental level. Potential applications are vast
and could bring about radical changes
to the fields of medicine, energy infrastructure and perhaps creation of new
materials.

Economics

Now the last category on this list is
economics. One could argue that economics is not science. It might not be
from a more conventional side of view,
but there is little doubt that novel approaches to managing resources has
changed the way we do business and
how we think in terms of money in the
current world. Interestingly, the Nobel
Prize in Economics was not in Alfred
Nobel’s will as a prize in 1895, and the
prize was established only in 1968. The
prize was actually created by a donation from Swedish Central Bank and
its official name is Swedish National
Bank’s Prize in Economic Sciences in
Memory of Alfred Nobel. Nonetheless,
the prize was soon in equal prestige as
the other Nobel awards. And this year’s
prize was awarded jointly to Oliver

compared to own and the overall financial climate of the market in order
to avoid reward for “good luck” and
wrongly punish for circumstances out
of their control. Holmström has further argued that high risk jobs should
mainly incorporate fixed contracts,
while more stable fields should focus
on paying based on performance. He
supported the idea that teacher’s pay
should not predominantly target high

Holmström looked into collectively owned intellectual property rights among other
Now let’s go back to the contract theory. In the 1970s, Bengt Holmström
laid the groundwork for the design of
contracts for employees such as executives whose performance cannot be
fully measured. Holmström argued
that the performance of such workers
should take into consideration outside
factors like share prices of competitors

test scores but also attempt to reward
the teaching of complex fundamental
abilities such as creativity and independent thinking.
Hart on the other hand focused
his research on economics involving
political law. In his theory of incomplete contracts, Hart pointed out to
problems of determining which party

is to decide during cases of who is to
assume the intellectual property rights
of military type technology. Furthermore, he sought to explain when do
institutions such as schools, prisons
and hospitals should be privately or
publicly owned, when and in which
circumstances should companies
merge as well as determining the suitable mix of finances. The contract theory has been highly influential in many
areas of the economy and according to
the academy, contributed to devising
of optimal compensation schemes and
job design.

Hart and Bengt Holmström “for their
contributions to contract theory”. As
the quote implies, the laureates were
responsible for the conception of the
contract theory, which encompasses
contract design for performancebased pay for CEOs to insurance
company contracts to privatization
of some publicly owned institutions.
The economics award is often highly
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SOCIETIES
BANGOR UNIVERSITY TEA TIME SOCIETY
HOSTS THE PERFECT COFFEE MORNING

CHRISTIAN UNION
GLOBAL CAFE

by EMMA DEBNEY

S

econd only to those chilly nights
outside Pontio that gave us the
name ‘the toast people’, we are
perhaps best known for our continued
running of Global Café. This is an event
where, every Tuesday evening, we
host a meal for international students
themed on a given country. We have
had everything from Estonian night to
a Thanksgiving meal, and have started
this semester with a round-trip of the
British home nations; Wales, England,
Scotland, and Northern Ireland. Each
themed night not only includes a meal
from said country but a brief talk by
one of our hosts about the country. So
far this semester we have had a story
about the shamrock (a three leaf clover,
for those of us not from the Emerald
Ilse) from Ireland, some harp playing
from Wales, a brief historical overview
from England, and a vocabulary lesson
from Scotland (now all of us can
blether like a native).

by EMMA JEWKES

T

he Macmillian Coffee Morning
has become something of an
institution since the very first
one all the way back in 1990. Back then,
it was a relatively small affair although
it didn’t take long for this simplest of
ideas to spread nationally. That idea?
Guests would gather for a nice cuppa
while donating the cost of that drink
to Macmillian. It is estimated that
since that very first coffee morning,
over £138 million has been raised for
Macmillian through the annual events.
Infact, last years events alone raised in
the region of £25 million.
This year, Bangor Universitys’ Tea
Time Society (BUTTS) decided to host
their own Macmillian Coffee Morning.
The three hour event allowed students

and SU staff to serve (and be served)
tea, coffee and a variety of cakes. Many
of the volunteers baked their own cakes
and there was an impressive turnout.
Charlie Wilson, BUTTS Secretary
said: “BUTTS was very proud of our
turnout and the volunteers who helped
out in the first week of term”. Echoing
her sentiments, society chair Fredrick
Wu remarked: “It was a wonderful
experience! I enjoyed doing it”.
BUTTS is a new society to the
University, only becoming official
this year. The idea of having a society
where friends could meet over their
favourite hot beverage was one
discussed regularly by Fredrick and
Charlie. After spending all summer
filling out the relevant paperwork,
Bangor University Tea Time Society
came to pass.
Following on from the successful
coffee morning in which BUTTS
raised £187 for Macmillian, the
society is planning on having a heavy
involvement in more charity events
in the future. They are also planning
on collaborating with the Japanese
Society to have a traditional Japanese
tea ceremony at some point in the near
future.
If you would like to get involved in
BUTTS then you should follow their
FaceBook page for more info.

Each and every evening at Global
Café is designed not just as a window
into the culture of one of our hosts,
but also as an opportunity for Bangor’s
international students (and, of course,
everyone else) to come together and
share a meal. Whether students are
spending a semester here or their
whole degree, it can sometimes be
hard to feel at home in a country not
your own: Global Café is a small way
we can be good hosts to those students
and provide them with new and long
lasting friendships. Many students
have gone on to host a Global Café
event themselves!
So if you find yourself free on a
Tuesday evening with a hankering
for some international cuisine and
company…why not come down to
Ebenezer church at 7.30pm and see
which country we are visiting that
night?

Want your society to be featured in
our next issue?
Email: editor@seren.bangor.ac.uk
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BECOME A PART OF

This is a few of us!
(We don’t always dress
so fancy pants!)

Ever fancied yourself as a journalist? Perhaps you want to channel your inner
Clark Kent or Lois Lane? Maybe you’re more of an April O’Neil or even a Rory
Gilmore? Whoever you want to be we want you at Seren!
(Even if you’re a bit of a Rita Skeeter!)
Photos are more your thing? Okay, Peter Parker, grab a camera and capture
some of Bangor’s students in action!
Whatever your passion, Seren has something for you.
Here’s an idea of some of the things we get up to:

FEATURE WRITING NEWS REPORTS
LIVE SPORT COVERAGE WRITERS
PHOTOGRAPHERS DESIGNERS
CONTRIBUTORS PROOFREADERS
BROADCAST JOURNALISM & MORE
JOIN US ON FACEBOOK AND TWITTER NOW!

Seren Members
2016-17

twitter.com/
serenbangor
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ARTS & CULTURE

Halloween... East Meets West

H

alloween, a time of magic and
malice, a time to embrace the
goth living in (or out) of all of
us, whether you're dressing up to hit
the club, or the neighbourhood to attempt trick or treating, even though
you're a grown adult, we can all
agree there is fun to be had around
this most spooky time of year.
But we are certainly not the only
ones indulging in this fantasy and
so I shall guide you through the rites
and rituals of Halloween across the
world (or part of it at least), starting
with Japan.
Halloween celebrations in Japan
have become exponentially more
popular over the past decade, with
more and more towns, cities and prefectures becoming involved in public

displays. Anime and manga authors
bringing in elements of traditional
Halloween themes into their work,
examples being “Corpse Party” and
“Soul Eater”. Citizens embracing the
more western ideals of the holiday
while also bringing in their own influences such as cosplay, especially
amongst the Harajuku and otaku
communities, and throwing massive
Halloween parties, akin to what we
have in the west. These are held in
town halls, schools and other large
communal areas which shows the influence the west has on international
celebrations.
Now we move a bit closer to home
as we take a look at the festivities of
Germany, which itself has also had a
boom in the past decade to the point

where Halloween brings in an annual
sum of approximately 200 million euros. Germany shares quite a few traditions with us, including the idea of
pumpkin carving although not to the
level we observe in the United States,
however they do have a pumpkin festival every year in Retz, Austria, close
to Vienna which attracts thousands
of locals and tourists alike. With a rich
programme of cultural events, this
festival lasts 3 days, usually the 24th
to the 27th
One incredibly popular attraction
each year is the Burg Frankenstein,
thousand year old ruins in Darnstadt,
used since the 1970s as a haunted
house attraction that now hosts full
theatrical productions and horrorthemed dinner parties. Tickets for

Monthly Review...
Cymbeline

by CHLOE MORRIS

S

ynopsis: Queen Cymbeline unsuccessfully rules over a dystopian Britain. When Innogen, her
only living heir, marries her beloved
in secret, Cymbeline is infuriated and
banishes him. What follows is Shakespeare at his finest: a cross-dressed
heroine setting out to determine
the truth of her lover whilst lurking

in the shadows is a plot to usurp the
throne. As is typical of Shakespeare,
what is lost is found: we see lovers
reconciled, children reunited with
their mother and a kingdom on the
brink of destruction restored to stability.
Director of the play Melly Still
adopts an innovative approach as
King Cymbeline in the traditional
play has been transformed to Queen
Cymbeline. Gillian Bevan brilliantly

fulfils the role of Queen Cymbeline as
the struggles of being a female ruler
and the relationship between mother and daughter are explored.
Despite being classed as a tragedy in the First Folio, William Shakespeare’s Cymbeline is better suited to
the romance genre and Still’s adaptation offers an enjoyable, lively experience for newcomers to Shakespeare
and bard lovers alike.

this event sell out extremely fast as it
attracts tourists from all around the
world.
Costumes in germany tend, also,
to air much more on the frightening
side than they do in the UK or the US,
even for children.
Now, not every country follows
the stereotypical Americanized Halloween, some have age-old traditions close to it, but represented
differently and at completely different dates. For example, the 'Hungry
Ghost Festival' or 'Wànshèngjié held
in China each year in mid-July, made
popular by expatriates from America
and Canada, with events happening
in Hong Kong Disneyland and Ocean
Park.
Due to the fact that most residents

of Hong Kong live in high-rise apartment blocks, trick-or-treating is usually arranged within one building
by the apartment management or
organized in private schools and institutions.
It must be noted, however, that in
mainland China, Halloween is not
widely observed and is generally
considered a “foreign” practice.
Halloween, as we can see is observed in many different places, in a
myriad of different ways, often influenced by both local and western culture. With exponential global multiculturalism, who knows how we'll be
celebrating this most spooktacular
holiday in the future.

AD
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LIVE REVIEW:
ARTS CLUB, LIVERPOOL

MØ

by FINNIAN SHARDLOW

M

Ø showed little mercy in
Mersey on her Liverpool
debut. The Arts Club bathed
in shimmering rays of pink and blue
as onlookers entranced themselves
in tribal dance triggered by the Great
Dane’s pure, unrelenting ardour.
Lauching a dynamic set list, a
somewhat tempered rendition of
Don’t Wanna Dance, trading the
bubbly tempo of the recorded
version for a softer, more seductive
wave of synth. A paradoxical
opener considering Ørsted’s well
documented vitality on – and
mostly off – the stage. It certainly
worked though, a mounding sense
of anticipation swelled the room.
We knew the anarchic party was on
its way. But when? Well, that’s up to
MØ. Calm before the storm springs
to mind.
Predictably, it didn’t take too long
before the Dane decided to closer
acquaint herself with the audience,
leaping through photographers to
personally serenade the crowd with

a collection of tracks from her debut
LP, No Mythologies To Follow.
I’m likely adding to the already
rife hoard of praise for MØ’s stage
presence but, it’s simply impossible to
disregard. Her respect, appreciation
and downright adoration for the
audience is humbling. No longer
does it suffice to shout “Make some
noise, (Insert location here)!” Live
concerts aren’t a novelty anymore.
People want the human touch.
Ørsted completely demolishes
the boundary between artist
and admirer. A MØ gig isn’t just a
spectacle, it’s a shared experience.
Metaphorically, we’re all on the stage
with her. And literally, she usually
ends up in the crowd with us. This gig
was no exception, using the bar as a
makeshift platform midway through
the show.
Generally, throughout the set there
was immense reaction. Kamikaze,
Walk This Way and new track True
Romance all producing an epidemic
of swaying. Honestly, MØ could have

thrown a grenade in the crowd that
night and still be presented with
the key to Liverpool. However, the
sudden mass ascent of smartphones
for Final Song said everything. Every
lyric reverberated through the venue
before she blew a kiss and swaggered
off stage.
Funnily enough, she didn’t let
ethereal pop anthem Final Song
be our final song. Ørsted shortly
returned, the illuming background
display of ‘MØ’ sparkling the
outline of her silhouette. There
was unfinished business. Echoing
vibes of her 2015 Nobel Peace Prize
concert performance, Lean On – her
collaboration with Major Lazer &
DJ Snake – became the evening’s
riveting swansong.
MØ is not only a proper performer,
but a songwriter, craftswoman and a
true leader in the revival of authentic
pop music. With a new album in the
works, she’ll no doubt be a must see
act in 2017.
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MUSIC
You’ve had a busy year playing
live. Firstly supporting Newton
Faulkner, how did that come about
and what was it like?
It was through Sofar Sounds which
is an amazing community all over
the world which puts on concerts
in people's living rooms and cafes.
The deal is that they announce a
date and you have to send an email
saying “I want to be a part of this.”
But you don’t know the artist or the
place before the actual date. We got
asked to do one in London in January
and it just so happened Newton was
playing as well. It’s brilliant because
the people that show up are truly
there for the musical experience.
Newton’s tour was very fun. It’s
the biggest tour we’ve ever done.
In the UK, we’ve only ever played in
Liverpool and a couple of times in

best friends as well. That’s the beauty
of this industry at the stage we’re at
now; you can choose who you want
to work with and we’re so incredibly
lucky to be able to do that. There’s
really no barriers between us, we’ve
been living together now for 2 years
and we share everything. Even living
spaces!
You’ve also been recording your
EP in Wales recently – tell me a bit
more about that.
We stayed in Pembrokeshire and
were at a studio called StudiOwz
owned by Owain Fleetwood Jenkins.
He’s a great guy and an extremely
good engineer.
We like to write about nature and
I think the thing we miss the most
about Norway – apart from our
families of course – is the nature.
And I feel like Wales is almost a mini

I FEEL LIKE WALES IS ALMOST A MINI NORWAY
BECAUSE THE NATURE IS JUST GORGEOUS.
London. One of our main goals was
to travel and see the country and we
got to do that. We were pleasantly
surprised because being a support
act can sometimes be hard. In a way
you’ve got to prove yourself to an
audience that are not there for you,
they’re there for the main artist. But
Newton has always been extremely
good to his fans and generally his fan
base are a bunch of extremely nice,
intelligent, musical human beings.

LILL SCHEIE
FROM

by FINNIAN SHARDLOW

I SEE RIVERS

So how did three Norwegians end
up in Liverpool?
First of all, we didn’t know each
other before we moved here. We
are all from such different parts
of Norway that we never would
have met there. We came down to
Liverpool to study music. Norway is
great for music but they don’t really
offer a degree in popular music and
business, so we had to come to a
different country to do that. The
school we went to has always had
a history of having international
students, especially Norwegians for
some reason. My neighbour actually
went to that school a few years
before me.

your music because there’s so much
going on every day. People get a bit
numb to it. Although, it’s easier to
experiment here than it is in Norway.
Liverpool is very meaningful to us
because this is where we started. This
is where the band was formed. The
people in Liverpool are extremely
lovely and have been very kind to us.
I mean, we’re three Norwegian girls
singing in broken accents!

You describe yourself as ‘Float
Folk’ – what is that?
I think it’s up to the listener to put
whatever meaning they want to into
that. But it’s kind of what we want
to convey through our music. We’re
still very tied to our roots in terms
of the folk music. We try to bring in

LIVERPOOL IS VERY MEANINGFUL TO US BECAUSE
THIS IS WHERE WE STARTED. THIS IS WHERE THE
BAND WAS FORMED.
I’ve never lived in another city in the
UK other than Liverpool but there’s a
lot of musical stuff going on all the
time. A lot of open mics and concert
venues which is great. That certainly
doesn’t happen in Oslo, and Oslo is
the capital of Norway. It (Liverpool)
might not be the easiest place to play

elements from both English folk and
Norwegian folk. I think the place that
they meet is in that floaty area. A lot
of our songs have elements of nature
in it, usually in the lyrics of course. We
try to include as much of Norway as
possible.

The thing that most people
comment on when they hear your
music is the voices – surely you
realise you’ve got a perfect vocal
harmony going on?
We’re all originally vocalists.
Even though we all play different
instruments, I think I can speak for
everyone when I say that we all love
singing the most. We try to spend a
lot more time on the vocals than we
do on the instrumentation and when
we’re writing we always try to think
of the kind of harmonies we could
make during the different sections of
the song. Of course it all has to fit to
together but that’s where we spend
most of our time because it’s the
most fun.
For me, when arranging vocals in I
See Rivers, it’s like a very frustrating
puzzle. You can see where the pieces
are supposed to be but then you can’t
find the corner piece or you can’t
find the pieces that belong together.
We’ve been working together for
almost three years now and in the
last year or so everything is getting
easier in terms of arranging and
harmonies. It comes more naturally
now because we know each other
and our voices.

You also did some festivals. Among
those was Green Man - was that up
there in your favourites?
Yes! Green Man was the best. We
truly love Wales. None of us had been
in Wales before the tour with Newton
this spring. But just this year we’ve
been there four times because it’s
amazing.
To be honest with you, when I woke
up in my tent the morning of that
gig at Green Man I was very worried
because the weather was horrible. It
was pouring and cold, and we were
on very early. One of the first bands
playing that day. I thought: “it’s going
to be a great experience anyway but
can you imagine if only 5 people turn
up in front of that huge stage.” But
then the sun came out, people went
for breakfast, and it just exceeded our
expectations. Who’d have thought
that people in Wales would come to
see a Norwegian band?

One thing I noticed is that after
every song you all kept looking
over at each other. You can tell
the connections in the band are
strong.
They might not be my sisters in
blood but they are in spirit. We
are very close. They’re my family
away from home really. Being three
Norwegian girls in Liverpool it’s
so nice to have someone to share
Norway with. We also have a few
similar reference points in terms of
the music. Everything we do is based
on our friendship. I don’t think we
would have done this if we weren’t

Norway because the nature is just
gorgeous. You have mountains and
everything is so green. It was lovely
to be surrounded by that for a few
weeks. But yes, we wanted to make
it an experience and not just record
the EP at home or at the studio here
in town. We wanted to put ourselves
somewhere for two weeks and see
what we could create.
We’re going back in November to
finish some things off for the EP. We’re
co-producing it ourselves to make it
more true to what we’re doing live.
We’ve played everything on the EP
ourselves which we didn’t do for our
single, ‘Loved Ones’. We had session
musicians for that. Now it’s a lot more
organic. And the way Owain works
on it builds onto that. He’s played a
big role in how the EP has ended up
sounding in a very positive way. Now
we’re just excited to get it done and
we’re very proud of what we’ve done
so far. I just hope when it is out there
that people enjoy it.
On your track ‘Loved Ones’, what
were your thoughts on it hitting
70,000 plays on Spotify?
Before we went on tour with
Newton that song had about five or
six-thousand plays. After the tour and
after the exposure we got from that it
started to get a lot more. That was a
bit of a shock because the single has
been out for over a year now and it
was such a huge difference in just a
month. It’s humbling to have people
listen and respond to your music. I
don’t know how to deal with that. It
makes me feel very good.
We do everything ourselves. We’re
very much a DIY band in that we
write all of our own songs of course.
But we also do all our booking, our
management and we’re basically
our own label right now. So to see
all those months and years pay
off like that when people get to
hear our music, see us live or read
this interview. Seeing all that work
become something is quite surreal
but in the best way possible. That’s
why we do this. It’s all about the
music.
FULL INTERVIEW & AUDIO ON OUR
WEBSITE:
SEREN.BANGOR.AC.UK
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MUSIC

Does the ‘scare factor’ still have a place in modern music?
by TIARNA ARMSTRONG

W

ithout doubt, there have
been
some
alarming,
and rather unorthodox
characters who have come to light
in the music industry over the years.
The likes of Black Sabbath, and
members of KISS and Slipknot might
be some names that come to mind.
But, aside from the aforementioned,
the first name that comes to mind is
one of the most utterly explicit and
provocative artists the world has
ever seen: Marilyn Manson. His name
alone is enough to make the devout
Christian population of the United
States of America fall to their knees
in despair. For the last twenty years,

Manson has done it all. From being
asked to become a Reverend in the
Church of Satan by its founder Anton
Szandor LaVey, to picking human
bones from graves in New Orleans
and smoking them.
Manson is just one of several
performers who have astounded
the world with their overly liberal
and outlandish attitudes. Another
example is Ozzy Osbourne: the
Godfather of Metal, the Prince of
Darkness. On a similar, perhaps more
ghastly wavelength as Manson, the
former Black Sabbath frontman is
infamously known for dragging a
dead shark back to a hotel room
and dismembering it, snorting ants
with Mötley Crüe, and – almost
unbelievably – biting the head off of

an unconscious bat at a show in Iowa
in 1982. All actions, he claims, were
fuelled by drugs and alcohol.
Nevertheless, because of these
artists, we may often think to
ourselves, okay now I’ve seen it all.
But this ‘scare factor,’ although often
quite entertaining, does raise certain
questions. Have some artists taken
their frightening facades too far?
Can it be considered ethical for such
artists to place their image above
musicianship? Or does it jeopardise
their integrity? Whether we accept
it or not, image often plays a large
part in the success of a performer.
However, image isn’t just about how
they look or dress – it’s about how
they present themselves both on and
offstage.

Take Stefani Germanotta, aka Lady
Gaga, for example. Over the years,
the electropop idol has fashioned
herself in everything from spikes
and tentacles to latex and meat. But,
aside from her often atypical attire,
Germanotta’s creativity and persona
have inspired millions and she has
largely appealed to members of the
LGBTQ+ community. Recognising
and identifying with some of the
difficulties faced by this group all over
the world, Germanotta, being both
bisexual and androgynous, is known
for being an outspoken activist for
LGBTQ+ rights worldwide. Likewise,
the iconic Grace Jones who has
inspired many artists including Lady
Gaga is known as much, if not more,
for her idiosyncratic androgynous

image than her music.
Overall, I think it comes down to
personal opinion. Some people
think that Marilyn Manson is a god,
some people are horrified. Similarly,
some people adore Grace Jones,
while others think that she’s berserk.
Perhaps it isn’t what these artists
actually do that is perceived as
having the ‘scare factor’ but rather
the fact that what they do is so rarely
seen in the music industry – even
today. It is true that many artists have
their own unique selling point, but
some (like the musicians mentioned
previously) prefer to take it to take it
up a notch.

Album Reviews: October

by FINNIAN SHARDLOW

Weyes Blood - Front

Row Seat To Earth

Bangor rappers launch petition
for music studio

T

wo rappers are spearheading a
petition to see a music studio
built on the Maesgeirchen
estate in Bangor, the third largest
single housing estate in Wales.
The artists, known as Agent Orange
and Jay B, are eager to set up a studio
to unleash the creativity of local
youth.
Agent Orange, who’s attended
council meetings in Maesgeirchen,
said there’d be no better way to
boost the way of life in the area.
“It’s a platform to create so much
opportunity and to branch out in the
media in general. Not only would it
create opportunity for musicians, it’s
also good if anyone wanted to get
into filming or photography.
“I feel it’s a great way for the youth
to vent their negative energy and to

give them something to focus on as,
for many years, there has been little
opportunity in ‘Maes-G.’
“Growing up there myself, I almost
felt like an outcast as a youngster
because I wasn't into football or any
other activity.”
The pair will start running music
courses under their organisation
name, 8Star Music, with in house
producers to give an essential
grounding in production skills.
“This will give a chance for local
artists to come and record their
music at a reasonable cost, along
with courses to teach the youth
about writing and music production.”
A taster session will be held on
November 2nd at 7pm in the Eglwys
y Groes (Church), Maesgeirchen.

N

atalie Mering leaves the
door to her soul wide open
in a tentative chamberpop record that’s decorated in a
flourish of grand brass and antique
folk intricacy.
At points, Front Row Seat To Earth
plunges into ambiguity through
complex and, often obscured
instrumentation, only to coil
back in a gust of flowing balladlike chorale. The latter stages of
Do You Need My Love epitomise
this. Chaotic phrases of tangled
strings and haphazard piano build
towards harmonies that border on
angelic.
Undoubtedly, what drives this
album is an accomplished vocal
performance. Mering balances
dominance with vulnerability
whilst swinging neatly from note
to note in effortless fashion.
8/10 – Consistently magical. An
essential listen for fans of Julia
Holter.

Kate Tempest - Let

Them Eat Chaos

L

et Them Eat Chaos is a hybrid
of hip-hop, spoken word and
fluent bars that, really, are
poetry in their own right. They’re
brought to life through gravelly
beats that concrete the stark
reality in the words that Tempest
sprays with ease.
An
unkindly
critique
of
contemporary society isn’t the
most palatable of topics for a
passive listen, especially when
brutally honest. However, Tempest
thrives in demanding every letter
of every word the attention it
deserves.
Scepticism, wittiness and sheer
bravado all mingle to mimic the
truth. Few too many people will
find this passage in Europe Is
Lost familiar: “Bulls**t saccharine
ballads/And selfies/And selfies/
And selfies/And here’s me outside
the palace of ME!”
8/10 – Not just a language
masterclass. Let Them Eat Chaos is
also musically sound.

D.D Dumbo - Utopia

Defeated

O

ddball
instrumentation
gallivanting into spectral
art-pop melodies make
Utopia Defeated an inevitably
testing listen that, with diligence,
becomes ultimately rewarding.
There’s an abundance of
interesting songwriting themes
to explore here but, for me, the
most fascinating thing about this
album is its constant reinvention
of itself. Each track projects new
soundscapes and, in turn, evokes
new emotions.
Satan is a euphoric highlight.
Glancing keys and slewing guitar
work ride the rhythmic wave of the
snare to perfection. Structurally, it’s
undeniably tinged with an essence
of Unknown Mortal Orchestra,
diverting sonically in the form of
what is seemingly an eccentric
symmetry between pan pipes and
atmospheric Asian chimes.
9/10 – A debut as impressive as it
is diverse.
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INTERVIEW:

Sam Wills
A.K.A Tape Face

Sam Wills, a.k.a Tape Face, is an experienced stand-up comedian who is currently travelling the UK on his tour.
The tour consists of 50 shows and he is making a stop in Bangor at Pontio on the 3rd November. You may
recognise him from America’s Got Talent where he went all the way to the live shows, John Bishop’s show on BBC
1 and The Royal Variety Performance on ITV. He kindly took the time out of his busy schedule to talk to us.
audience participation. I had this one
guy in Glasgow which I dressed up
as a stripper for part of the routine
and he started taking the clothes off
and then he just carried on and took
off his own clothes. I’ve even had a
couple of proposals on stage which
is pretty amazing as everyone can
share in the experience.

by EMILY RIMMER
Have you always wanted to
perform?
I was given a magic set at the age of
twelve and since then been hooked.
You know every kid gets that kick and
performs for their parents over and
over again and then just naturally I
gravitated towards performing for
people.

What’s your biggest career
highlight?
I think performing at the Royal
Albert Hall in London, that was
amazing but having the opportunity
to travel is the best part.

How did you get started?
I hunted down the clown in my
town and forced my way into his
show. I then went on to study at
circus school and started street
performing. There was a time where
it was hard to get gigs so you would
just start busking.
Is busking how you made your
break?
I guess it is. I started way back in
New Zealand in 1999, early 2000’s
and from there got into stand-up
comedy through a friend. A comedy
act cancelled last minute and I was
asked to fill in for them, so I went
down with some props and from
then on became New Zealand’s only
prop comedian.
You started your career off in New
Zealand, what made you make the
move over the pond?
I actually wanted to go to the
Edinburgh Fringe Festival. From New
Zealand I went to Australia to fine
tune my act and get a bit more of a
reputation, then travelled over to
the UK to perform at the Edinburgh
Fringe Festival. There is also more
work opportunities over here. Don’t
get me wrong I miss New Zealand
like crazy but I had reached my peak
there. I had done all the work all the
shows and wanted to broaden my
horizons.
You are most known for Tape Face
so how did this character come
about?
[Laughs] well it actually came

Have you ever been to North
Wales before?
I have! I believe I did a tour here a
couple of years ago but the Bangor
date is one of the few I am doing in
Wales. As long as you have good
coffee I will feel right at home
[laughs]

about as a joke. I started off with
my first act where I talked a lot and
it was a very rapid show. So in 2005
I won a top comedy award in New
Zealand for that show, so when I won
everyone expected the next show to
be the same with me talking a lot, so
I decided to surprise everyone and
do a silent character. So I taped my
mouth shut and the character took
off.

it’s there forever, which is frustrating
for me as I am a perfectionist.
You are halfway through your tour
now, how is it going so far?
Ahhh it’s incredible! Last night’s
show was one of the top 5 shows
I’ve done in my life. It’s a 2 hour show
so the longest I’ve done before and
it’s a lot more theatrical. It’s been a
challenge but a reward for me. I’m
loving it!

So you’ve performed in front of a
lot of people and a lot of places,
do you ever still get nervous?
Oh yeah I still get nervous, I mean I
don’t get nervous in front of people
cause I think of everyone as the same,
like I don’t really look up to famous
people as I have more respect for
the guy that works 15 hour shift in a
building site, you know? But for TV I
always get nervous as it’s recorded so
is permanent, say if something goes
wrong and it’s uploaded to YouTube

What can people expect from your
shows?
I think people know what to expect
from my shows now, so audience
interaction but in the nicest possible
way. Expect this show to have a
bigger production factor than
before. Usually it’s just me on stage
but this time it’s like a proper almost
west end show.
I have to ask, what was the
experience of being on America’s

Got Talent like?
It was completely terrifying
[laughs]. With something like that it
was completely out of my control.
I am normally so sceptical of other
people judging you for your comedy
but I just remember standing in
the wings as a Whitney Houston
tribute act was getting buzzed
off and thinking this is the worst
mistake of my life. But at the same
time it was a chance for the dreaded
word: exposure. But for me I was so
lucky because it did give me great
exposure. I never guessed how big it
would become. I knew people would
like the act from experience but now
I think we are up to 40 million views
on my audition. It’s just crazy!
What’s the weirdest thing that’s
happened when you’ve been
performing?
Oh things always go wrong but
in a good way that’s why I love the

Final question for you, what
advice would you give someone
who wants to take up a career in
performing or comedy?
Keep going! No matter what
keep writing keep writing, keep
performing. There’s going to be a lot
of knock backs but it will work out
eventually. Keep going and stay with
it! If it’s what you love it should work
out.

Tape Face comes to Pontio on Thursday 3rd November 2016 at 7:30pm.
Tickets are between £14£16 dpending on consession.
For more informationa
and to book tickets visit:
www.pontio.co.uk
or
01248382828
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WHAT’S ON?

NOVEMBER

02 What: Cân yr Adar / Birdsong
Where: TBT
What: Musoc: Midweek Matinee
Where: Powis Hall
03 What: Tape Face
Where: TBT
What: Rambert
Where: Venue Cymru
04 What: Circa Tsuica
Where: TBT

Time: 7:30pm
Price: £5
Time 8pm
Price: £5

Time: 7:30pm
Price: £14

What: Scrooge - Colwyn Abbey Players
Where: Venue Cyrmu

Time: 2:30pm
Price: £10

Time: 7:30pm
Price: Based on Seat

What: Scrooge - Colwyn Abbey Players
Where: Venue Cyrmu

Time: 7:30pm
Price: £12.50

Time: 7:30pm
Price: £10

What: BEDS – An Inspector Calls
Where: JP Hall

Time: 7pm
Price: £4

20 What: Elgar & Brahms - BBC NOW
Where: Venue Cyrmu

Time: 3pm
Price; £5

What: BEDS – An Inspector Calls
Where: JP Hall

Time: 7pm
Price: £4

What: Rambert
Where: Venue Cymru

Time: 7:30pm
Price: Based on Seat

What: Llŷr Williams
Where: Galeri

Time: 7:30pm
Price: £15

05 What: Circa Tsuica
Where: TBT

19 What: Rhys a Meinir - BBC NOW
Where: TBT

Time: 3.15 pm
Price: Free

22 What: WNO –The Merchant of Venice
Where: Venue Cymru

Time: 2pm
Price: £10

What: BEDS - Siwan
Where: TBT

What: Bonfire Night
Time: Evening
Where: Bangor and the surrounding area Price: depends where you go

23 What: WNO –Macbeth
Where: Venue Cymru

Time: 7pm
Price: Based on Seat
Price £4
Time: 7pm
Time: 7:15pm
Price: Based on Seat

09 What: Phoenix Piano Trio
Where: TBT

Time: 7:30pm
Price: £5

10 What: Shadow of a Quiet Society
Where: Galeri

Time: 7:30pm
Price: £11

What: The Human League
Where: Venue Cymru

Time: 7pm
Price: Ask over the phone

11 What: Snow White - Ballet
Where: TBT

Time: 7:30pm
Price: £10

What: Musoc: Midweek Matinee
Where: Mathias Hall

Time: 3.15 pm
Price: Free

Time: 7:30
Price; £3

What: BEDS - Siwan
Where: TBT

Price £4
Time: 7pm

What: BU Dance – Strictly Come Bangor
Where; JP Hall
12 What: Snow White – Ballet
Where: TBT

24 What: WNO – Kiss Me, Kate,
Where: Venue Cymru

Time: 2pm
Price: £10

What: A Tribute to Max
Where: Studio

Time: 6:45pm
Price: £5

What: Russel Kane
Where: Galeri

Time: 8pm
Price: £17

What: BEDS - Siwan
Where: TBT
25 What: Sweeny Todd - ROSTRA
Where: JP Hall
What: WNO – Kiss Me, Kate,
Where: Venue Cymru

Time: 7:30pm
Price: Based on Seat
Price £4
Time: 7pm
Time: 7:30pm
Price: £3
Time: 7:30pm
Price: Based on Seat

13 What: Rumours of Fleetwood Mac
Where: Venue Cyrmu

Time: 7:30pm
Price: £23.50

15 What: Comedy Central Live
Where: Studio

Time: 8pm
Price: £8

16 What: Macbeth Directors Cut
Where: TBT

Time: 7:30pm
Price: £10

What: WNO – Kiss Me, Kate,
Where: Venue Cymru

Time: 7:30pm
Price: Based on Seat

17 What: Tŷ Bach Twt
Where: Studio

Time: 7:30pm
Price: £5

What: The Floyd Effect
Where: Venue Cymru

Time: 7:30pm
Price: £16.50

What: Scrooge - Colwyn Abbey Players
Where: Venue Cyrmu

26 What: Sweeny Todd - ROSTRA
Where: JP Hall

27 What: Gloria! with WNO
Where: TBT

Time: 7:30pm
Price: £12.50

Time: 7:30pm
Price: £3

Time: 3pm
Price: £5

Time: 7:30pm
Price: £5

What: Sweeny Todd - ROSTRA
Where: JP Hall

Time: 7:30pm
Price: £3

What: Chango Spasiuk Argentinian
Where: TBT

Time: 8pm
Price: £12

What: Y Galw + Pyroclastig
Where: Galeri

Time: 3pm
Price: £3

What: Jazz Night
Where: Teras

Time: 8pm
Price: £5

29 What: Swan Lake – Ballet
Where: Venue Cymru

Time: 7:30pm
Price: Based on Seat

What: Scrooge - Colwyn Abbey Players
Where: Venue Cyrmu

Time: 7:30pm
Price: £12.50

30 What: The Nutcracker - Ballet
Where: Venue Cymru

Time: 7:30pm
Price: Based on Seat

18 What: Elgar & Brahms - BBC NOW
Where: PJ Hall

* all prices are based on student admission
TBT – Theatr Bryn Terfel - Pontio
Studio – Pontio
PJ Hall – Main Arts, Bangor
JP Hall – Building next to management

Black - Music
Light Blue - Dance
Pink - Drama
Green - Comedy
Red- Fireworks
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Top
Suggestions
Ballet – For any dance lover
balletLORENTS’s adaptation of
Snow White is not one to be
missed. Appearing in Pontio’s
Theatr Bryn Terfel on the 11th
and 12th, this fairytale tells the
story of a mother’s jealousy
and of miners who reveal the
importance of inner beauty. It’s
Directed and Choreographed
by Liv Lorent and was written
and adapted by the Poet Laureate Carol Ann Duffy. The music
is composed by Murray Gold
(Who wrote much of the Doctor
Who soundtrack) and features
soprano Elin Manahan Thomas
who was recently awarded her
honorary doctorate at Bangor
University.
Music – There is so much to listen out for this month including
an exciting Jazz Night in Teras
Lounge and several incredible
performances by the BBC National Orchestra of Wales and
the Welsh National Orchestra
with so much going on it’s hard
to pick a top suggestion, but
here are two recommendations
Welsh National Opera in Venue Cymru. The WNO are performing several Operas in Venue
Cymru this month. If you book
over the phone in advance,
there is the option of booking a £5 ticket. The WNO are
performing two Shakespeare
themed operas, Macbeth and
the Merchant of Venice, as well
as performing the musical Kiss
Me, Kate.
BBC National Orchestra of
Wales in Pontio. Once again the
BBC National Orchestra of Wales
are traveling up from Cardiff to
perform a series of concerts as
part of their BBC NOW on the
Road Tour. The two different
concerts contain a piece based
on the traditional Welsh Folktale of Rhys and Meinir, whilst
the other concert contains the
Die Fledermaus Overture by
Strauss II, Elgar’s Cello Concerto
and Brahms Symphony No. 4.

WHAT’S ON?

What are the Students Doing?
Fancy Supporting your friends and peers in the shows that they’re putting on?
BU Dance

Strictly Come Bangor. Have you
ever wanted to see your AU clubs
do something a bit different?
Well here is your chance. Several of the Athletics Union clubs
are teaming up with BU Dance
to put on a fun show in support
of Children in Need. At the end
of the day there can only be one
winner and if you go you get to
vote. This promises to be a fun
event with lots of laughs, people
doing things you wouldn’t usually expect and you get to see
some great dancing. It starts at
7:30 on the 11th November in JP

Hall, entrance is £3.

Music Society

Mid-Week Matinee. A completely free event, turn up at 3.15pm
on Wednesday 2nd November in
Powis Hall and Wednesday 23rd
November in Mathias Hall for
a fun concert. Expect giggles,
surprises and lots of talent. If
you would like to participate in a
mid-week matinee contact Zach
and Polly the publicity officers on
publicity.events@bumusoc.co.uk

BEDS

Bangor English Drama Society are holding two plays this
month. An Inspector Calls
by J.B Priestley and Siwan by
Saunders Lewis. One is a murder mystery whilst the other
is a historical story, based on
an English King’s daughter,
who marries a Welsh man but
has an affair. Both plays will
capture your attention and
are well worth the £4 ticket.
Doors open for both plays
from 7pm.
Photo: BU Dance Summer Show 2016 -Tim Pockney Photography

Christmas
If you fancy getting into the Christmas mood, then here are some Christmas Events to get you
ready for the festive season: Beaumaris
Victorian
Christmas

Beaumaris on Anglesey. Held
all day on the 26th November.
Admission is free and it’s a festive
filled day with stalls, fancy dress,
father Christmas, snow machines
and horse and carriage rides.

Chateau Rhianfa
Christmas market

Chateau Rhinfa on Anglesey.
Held between 11am and 4pm
on the 19th and 20th November.
Admission is free and there will
be stalls to buy Christmas presents.

Comedy – Russel Kane is coming to Galeri. After recently filming the BBC Programme Stupid
Man, Smart Phone Russel Kane
is touring with his new show
Right Man, Wrong Age. It has
received great reviews from
both the Evening Standard and
the Times, both giving it 4 stars.
Bonfire Night – It’s time to get
out and to see those fireworks.
Everyone and everywhere is
doing something. There will
always be students standing on
the end of Bangor Pier trying
to watch the fireworks in Beaumaris, Caernarfon and in Bangor, all at once. Keep your eyes
peeled for Facebook events, as
they let you know where and
how much a display might be.
Also student clubs and societies
usually hold an event in conjunction with bonfire night, so
keep your eyes peeled for what
your club or society might be
up to.

ROSTRA

Rostra are presenting Sweeny Todd - The Deamon barber
of Fleet Street in JP Hall at the
end of November. Sweeny
Todd tells the story of a barber and how he murders his
victims. If you haven’t seen it
before you should deffinately
try and watch it and if you
have it it’s a great opportunity
to see it again.

They That are Left at Oriel Colwyn
Taken by Tim Pockney Photography

Art - Galleries
Storiel

05/11/16 – 14/01/17 – Where there is Light
12/11/16 – 28/01/17 – Cleanliness in next to Godliness
19/11/16 – 28/01/17 – In Snowdonia

Oriel Colwyn - till 02/12/16 - They That are Left
Caermarfon Castle - till 20/11/16 -The Weeping Window

Galeri

Caernarfon is holding a local
produce and crafts fair between
10am and 5pm on the 20th November. As well as stalls for
shopping there will be Christmas
films being screened and Music
provided by Canolfan Gerdd William Mathias

James Pringle Weavers

Llanfair PG on Anglesey are
holding ‘A Taste of Christmas’ on
the 4th November at 6pm. Tickets
cost £8 and can be bought in store.
There is free festive food tasting
and 20% off clothing and homeware.
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HAUNTED SNOWDONIA

North Wales is a part of the country steeped in history so it’s little wonder that it boasts it’s fair share of haunted places. With its many castles, history full of bloody battles and even the odd abandonned
asylum, you don’t have to venture far to be spooked out this Halloween. Even here in Bangor, a place that often seems so idylic, we are literally just a stones throw away from sites which have a rich and
bloody history attached to them. With Beumaris just across the Menai and Conway just a short train ride away, heres your guide to exploring some of Snowdonias most spook-tacular sites.

The Faenol Estate The Black Boy Inn

Built in over 1,000 acres of land and
comprised of nearly 30 buildings, the
Faenol Estate dates back to Tudor
times. Situated right here in Bangor,
and enclosed by a seven mile long wall,
the estate is said to have a very spooky
chapel. It is rumoured that there’s a
strange bird-like ghost – reportedly the
ghost of a man executed for illegally
cutting down trees on the Estate –
that perches in a tree, screeching at
passers-by: “Woe! Woe’s me that I ever
put a handle to my axe to fell the trees
of Faenol!”

Just a bus ride away, in Caernafon,
sits one of the oldest surviving inns in
Wales. Built in 1522. it was originally
known as ‘The Kings Arms’ and
‘The Fleur de Lys’ before its current
name found it. Apparently, hundreds
of years ago, the pub backed onto
a nunnery and one of the most oftreported spooky sightings at the Black
Boy Inn is that of the ghost of a nun
passing through the walls. There have
also been reports of people feeling
as if they’re being strangled when
walking up the stairs.

Penrhyn Castle

Another Bangor based place, Penrhyn
Castle was built between 1820 and
1833 by famous arcitect Thomas
Hopper. Going with a neo-norman
design, Hopper created a striking,
fantasy type building in fantastic
surroundings.
Despite its serene surroundings and
slightly modern appearence, Penrhyn
Castle has been the site of many a
recorded haunting. The ghost of the
second baron of Penrhyn, who died
in 1907, is said to haunt the Lord
Penrhyns study.

Conway Castle

Just a short train journey away,
Conway Castle has seen it’s fair share
of battles and struggles. Built as a
medieval fortification by Edward I,
Conway Castle played a big part in
the English Civil War 1642. Owing
to its part in medieval warfare, the
Castle is now a World Heritage Site.
It is believed that at one point, a holy
monastery stood near the walls of
the castle. Robed and hooded, with
craters for eyes and no feet, two
long dead monks have reularly been
spotted on the walls and turrents

Beumaris Castle

Just across the Menai in Anglesey sits
Beumaris Castle. Building began in
1295 as one of the last castles to be
built by King Edward I although, after
funds dried up 3 years later, the Castle
was never completed.
In terms of spooky goings on,
strange disembodied chanting has
been recorded in the chapel area
and people have reported feeling as
though they are being watched in the
long, dark passageways. Rumours of
ghostly stonemasons screaming in
distress have also been reported.
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The Apprentice

traightening its tie for an 11th
year we have The Apprentice, a
cultural treasure that almost nobody watches to sharpen their business mind and almost all of us watch
to revel in the bitching and the lying
– who needs Pretty Little Liars right?
Whether our watching is as perversely cynical as I suggest or otherwise, it
never felt so good to be back in the
boardroom. Catch up on the series so
far on demand with iPlayer, new episodes are on Thursdays, 9pm.

T

PREVIEW

Hunted

en would-be fugitives. A team
of ex-intelligence and police
detectives. £100,000 for 28 days
of successful evasion. Sounds like a
winning idea for a show in this TOWIE-stricken world we now occupy.
Nowhere near as popular as it should
be, Hunted is a great series full of tension and somewhat disturbingly lifts
the lid on just how much ‘Big Brother’
is watching us all. Catch up on S1 and
2 on demand with All4.

BY EMMA JEWKES

J

ude Law has had a mixed career, being almost as prolific a
lothario as an actor, which was
in danger of stuttering, it has to be
said. However, if the reviews for his
latest TV series, The Young Pope are
to be believed, there’s life in the old
dog yet.
The story centres around Lenny
Belardo (Jude Law), a chain smoking, cherry Coke drinking conservative American Cardinal, who suddenly finds himself elected as the
first American Pope in history. Tak-

ing the name, Pius XIII, Belardo is a
mysterious character. Ruthless yet
melancholy, shrewd yet naïve, this
young pope is a puzzle of contrasting characteristics which gives Law
something to truly sink his teeth
into. In fact, if the early reviews are
to be believed, this is his meatiest
role for years.
As he begins to navigate the halls
of God in the political maze that is
the Vatican, we are promised that
there is more than meets the eye
to the first American Pope. The big-

gest mysteries appear to be how he
got elected and if he can manage to
hold onto this power he suddenly
finds in his hands when up against
a hierarchy under the ill-informed
assumption he will be easy to manipulate to their will.
The series is directed by Oscar
Winner Paulo Sorrentino and stars
Diane Keaton and James Cromwell
alongside Law.
Catch The Young Pope on Sky Atlantic from the 27th October.

ONE TO WATCH

CLASS

or those of you still yearning
for more Doctor Who following something of a long hiatus
since Pearl Mackie was announced
as The Doctor’s new companion, fear
not.
This past weekend saw the start of
a new series, entitled Class, which
is akin to a YA version of The Sarah
Jane Adventures or Torchwood for
teens. The set-up is classic Who: we’re
at Coal Hill School, a place of significance in Whovian canon, and there
is a terrifying monster seeking to
destroy our intrepid classmates and
their teacher, Mrs Quinn, every week.
Then there’s the twist. One of the
pupils, Charlie, is actually an Alien
prince from the planet Rhodia, and
the teacher Mrs Quinn was also Rhodian but a freedom fighter; the plot
thickens however when it transpires
that the enemy, ‘The Shadow Kin’, has
bonded them together as protector
and protected through a creature
imbedded into the head, creating a
unique dynamic.
The set-up, coupled with the introduction of April, who has the power
to see through aliens’ eyes, and Ram
and Tanya, mean that there is a lot to
get yourself invested in. The camerawork in the show indicates something a lot better than just a lazy web
series, and the use of music to add
to the atmosphere is incredibly well
chosen. The performances are all believable even if occasionally jarring
as we first delve into this new story,
but teething issues are always there
when you have a new project in an
established canon. Watch out for
a guest appearance from The Doctor himself too as he helps our new
ragtag bunch grab the baton, and
enjoy something refreshingly quirky
and intriguing with plenty of promise. Catch Class on demand with BBC
iPlayer, ep 1 and 2 available now, new
episodes each Saturday.

IN MEMORY
The Great British BakeOff

N

ot much explanation needed
for this one; Berry and Hollywood plus Mel and Sue,
multiplied by ten weeks of incredible culinary creations that you’d
never manage after a cheeky Jager at
Academi, and you have a recipe for
a great binge-watch. Channel 4 is acoming so make the most of it while
you can. Catch up on the series on demand with iPlayer.

B

ased on Michael Crichton’s
1973 film of the same name,
this past month saw Westworld hit our television screens.
This futuristic sci-fi thriller sees
a near future, technologically advanced world, where a theme park
has been created that’s staff are all
artificial androids dubbed ‘hosts’.
Problems begin to surface when
some of these ‘hosts’ start to realise
that not all is as it seems, and that
they each are playing their part in a
fabricated existence for their guests’
often morally ambiguous pleasure.
This leads to an incredibly searching narrative exploration of fate,
technology, and on a wider scale,

society and the world in which we
live and are headed towards unknowingly where gratuitous acts of
debauchery in virtual realities like
video games or ‘amusement’ parks
have real-world effects. “These violent delights have violent ends,”.
A substantial amount of our gateway into the visually stunning Westworld is through the (literal) eyes
of Evan Rachel Wood’s Dolores Abernathy, the oldest ‘host’ and the
one through whom the illusion of
reality in this hyper-realistic simulation is broken. Wood beguiles, captivates, and takes the breath away
as Dolores, and the talent on board
for this show is of the very highest

calibre.
J.J Abrams of Star Trek and Star
Wars fame is an executive producer,
which explains much of the visual
and narrative brilliance of the show
, whilst acting behemoth Sir Anthony Hopkins features as the genius
yet secretive creator of Westworld.
That’s not to mention Thandie Newton, James Marsden, Ben Barnes
and many more who are in careerdefining form in this series.
The scope, the sheer awesome nature of the world, the cinematogrophy, and the cast and crew involved
make this show definitely one to
watch. Catch Westworld on Sky Arlantic, Mondays, 9pm.

S

adly,
this
month saw
the passing
of a true icon in
the world of British
television.
Jean Alexander,
who played Hilda Ogden in Coronation Street
for 23 years,
gaining national adoration for her
no-nonsense attitude and yet warm
hearted nature, died on 14th October,
just days after her 90th birthday. Her
humility off screen and presence on
it, though in a time before ours mostly, is steeped in our hearts and minds.
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TOP 5 SPINE-CHILLING SERIES TO SINK
YOUR TEETH INTO THIS HALLOWEEN

o it is here. The season for
dressing up, scaring unsuspecting folk left, right, and
centre, and another excuse to get
absolutely trollied. No, I’m not on
about clown-gate thankfully, ‘tis
Halloween! For many this is the
perfect time to binge watch some
quality tv series’ and push that
work you definitely should be doing aside for fear of what that cliffhanger will mean for your favourite character (unless it’s Sherlock,
I’ve got two years a time to procrastinate waiting on Steven Moffatt’s uncontrollable plot twists).
There are a plethora of treats to
tuck into this All Hallow’s Eve,
all with plenty of tricks up their
sleeve, so here are just 5 of the top
series to draw the curtains, dim the
lights, and prepare to scare yoursel daft watching. Special thanks
to Emma Jewkes for previewing
the first show on our list, where
there’s a lot to be on the edge of
your seat about.
1) The Walking Dead
The Walking Dead is back! We now
know who felt the wrath of Negan;
that season 6 cliff-hanger finally being resolved! For those who haven’t
yet seen the recently aired season 7
premiere, well, you’re in for a treat! In
the meantime, it’s probably a good
idea to remember exactly where the
season 6 finale left us!
The freshly introduced Negan,
played by the outstanding Jeffrey

Dean-Morgan, had most of our favourite characters kneeling in the
dirt. Rick, Daryl, Abraham, Glenn,
Maggie and even Eugene were at
Negans mercy as he decided which
of their heads he would introduce
to his beloved Lucille. Playing with
our character’s minds during a tense
10-minute monologue, Dean-Morgan brought comic book favourite
Negan to life with a charismatic
abandon few could’ve imagined. The
new big-bad he may be but here is a
character who looks set to make The
Governor look like a pussycat!
Meanwhile, Carol and Morgan,
thankfully out of Negan’s reach, were
being led to a new community by two
mysterious horse riding characters in
riot gear. While both characters may
be safe from Negan, it remains to be
seen where exactly they will end up.
Catch the new series on FOX, Mondays,
9pm. S1-5 available on demand with
Amazon Prime Instant Video.
2) American Horror Story: Roanoke
As anybody with mild interest in TV
crazes may know, American Horror
Story recently returned for its sixth
season, entitled Roanoke. This season follows a married couple who
partake in a documentary entitled
‘My Roanoke Nightmare’, allowing the horror to unfold against a
backdrop of re-enactments of their
experiences. The series’ prolificity is
justified by its continuing ability to
disturb and challenge just how much
we can take, and with stars such as
Cuba Gooding Jr. joining the fray, this
is one not to be missed (and though

I shan’t advertise illicit viewing, the
first 5 seasons are readily available
with a few google searches). AHS airs
on FOX on Fridays at 9pm, catch AHS
Circus on demand with Netflix.
3) The Exorcist
Crawling on to our screens also this
month is a modern reboot of the alltime horror classic, The Exorcist. There
is no Max Von Sydow or Linda Blair in
sight this time around, and we are
instead given a new location – Chicago – and a new troubled family,
the Rances, with daughter Kat here in
the clutches of possession following
a horrific accident and in need of Father Tomas Ortega’s help. A contemporary setting and new approach
to the hallowed original make Syfy’s
new series one to keep an eye out for.
With the distinctive tubular bells still
present in the soundtrack and occasional nods to source, fans of William
Friedkin’s masterpiece and newcomers alike can find something to give
them goosebumps come October
31st. The power of Christ compels
you to watch this on Wednesdays,
9pm, Syfy.
4) Scream
What’s better than one classic horror being reinvented this Halloween
I hear you cry? Two! Scream, MTV’s
horredy (horror-comedy), has returned for a seasonal special and this
is proper slasher horror at its tackyyet-addictive finest. Billed as a spiritual sequel to the original film franchise, the Scream TV series takes us
back to Lakeland and to the present
day, where a cyber-bullying case has

lead to a horrific murder that makes
the town face up to its dark past.
Who-dunnit laden and outrageously
good in comparison to most seriessequels, take the opportunity to get
jump scared and suspicious time and
time again with our friendly neighbourhood Ghostface. Catch up on
S1-2 on demand with Netflix.
5) Preacher
As if one comic book adaptation
wasn’t enough to get you feeling
suitably sinful this Halloween, here
we have the Amazon Instant Video
adaptation of the bizarre DC comic
series. Dominic Cooper stars as Jessie Custer, a preacher with a growing
lack of faith and an equally growing
alcohol issue; the twist here comes
when we are taught that Jessie has
been imbued with the offspring of an
angel and a demon, and goes from
pathetic to prophetic in the most
warped of ways. Custer’s word is gospel, and though that may not sound
scary, what he says is taken literally
– let’s just say you will never want to
pour your heart out again after the
season opener. Enlisting the help of a
vampire to seek answers to his newfound power, Jessie’s journey is one
you cannot miss. Gruesome set pieces and gritty character-driven plot
make this fledgling series, dare I say
it, give The Walking Dead stiff competition. What’s more fitting for the season than a tortured spirit, vampires,
and the zombie you’ll become after
binge-watching the whole thing the
day before deadlines are due? Catch
Preacher on demand on Amazon Instant Video

cary series’ don’t always have to
be about the monsters beneath
the bed or the serial killer in a
tiny town, sometimes they just tell us
a little more about ourselves than we
are comfortable to acknowledge.
Charlie Brooker welcomes us back
to his not-so-distant dystopia with
the 3rd series of the incredible Black
Mirror, which is just the kind of series
I’m on about. In its time it has cast a
light upon prime ministerial pig relations, child-killers, political stupidity,
and a hell of a lot more.
With Netflix replacing Channel 4 at
the helm, affording a greater budget
and an extended run of six unique
new stories, Brooker has extended
the show’s scope to America as well
as the UK, with big names such as
Bryce Dallas-Howard (Jurassic World,
Pete’s Dragon) on board, alongside
the likes of Jerome Flynn (Game of
Thrones) and James Norton (BBC’s
War & Peace). Furthermore, though
directly involved in the storywriting
process and primary scriptwriter,
Brooker has added some impressive
strings to his screenwriting bow in
the form of Rashida Jones and Mike
Schur, both actress and writer on the
award-winning Parks & Recreation respectively.
The futuristic fables on offer this
series do not disappoint and the fear
factor comes in when you realise that
the world through which the series
operates is tangibly close to a reality. From popularity in a social media age in Nosedive to VR in Playtest
and beyond, we are constantly being
asked to re-evaluate just how golden
a technological age we now inhabit.
There have been reservations
amongst fans about the branching
out of the series both in terms of
global reach with the Netflix deal and
also crossing the pond for multiple
episodes for the first time, but the
wickedly perceptive mind of Brooker
and the stylish presentation afforded
by a higher budget, if anything, give
the show more to enjoy than ever before. We’re even treated to an hour
and a half feature length episode
I’d rate the series a 5, but after seeing the first episode, you may just
want to throw away the very idea of
rating things altogether. Black Mirror is, arguably, the most important
social commentary you can get your
hands on, so what are you waiting
for? Catch the new series as well as
S1-2 on demand with Netflix.
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What to Watch this Halloween

R

Saw

eleased in 2004 but still
hasn’t lost its touch, remaining as prominent in the film
industry as it did when it was
first released, with it also having
developed a cult following. Two
strangers wake up in a large rundown bathroom with no idea of
how they got there nor why they
are there, however they soon realise that they are part of a game
orchestrated by the iconic sadistic John Kramer/Jigsaw. The film
has never lost its shock factor and
will always be remembered for its
cleverness from James Wan, who
on such as low budget and with
limited locations creating something so compelling and memorable which many horror films
have taken influence from ever
since.

Scream

D

irected by Wes Craven (who
also directed A Nightmare
on Elm Street), this slasher
film follows the character Sidney
Prescott, a high school student is
stalked by a mysterious unknown
killer known as Ghostface. A very
famous film in the horror genre,
not just because it is great in its
own right but because it revitalised the genre in the 1990s
helped by reverting back to the
less is more approach in horror
and releasing the film direct to
cinema instead of direct to video.
The film perfectly balances the
mystery aspect of horrors and
thrillers with the violence and
suspense of slasher films, so well
in fact that the film spawned
many sequels and a Netflix original TV show.

The Shining

B

ased on the Stephen King
novel of the same name and
described as one of if not the
greatest horror film ever made.
Starring the incredible multi oscar winning Jack Nicholson as
Jack Torrance, who along with
his family head to an isolated hotel, where a lurking evil presence
forces Jack into violence. Though
not well received at the time of
its release, it has over time been
considered a masterpiece and
with genius Stanley Kubrick at
the helm it was always going to
be a success. Building suspense
throughout and enough ambiguity to make you want to keep
watching makes this film a psychological horror worth watching over and over again. Frighteningly terrific.

The Cabin in
the Woods

N

ot every horror film needs
to be completely gory and
horrifying to be a success,
some films like The Cabin in the
Woods blend horror with comedy
extremely well. The plot involves
five students who visit a remote
cabin where they are suddenly
attacked by dark forces. Though
the plot sounds very basic the
comedy aspect comes from the
other main setting in the film,
a facility where the technicians
control what happens to the college students, thus the film pokes
fun of different horror tropes and
conventions. An impressive yet
simple film to say the least, with
a script that was only written in
three days by Buffy the Vampire
Slayer’s Joss Whedon. A must see
for everybody.

N

The
Exorcist

ow time for the classic.
Described as the scariest
film ever made and one
of the greatest horror films of all
time. The Exorcist tells the story
of a teenage girl Regan Macneil,
who after playing with an Ouija
board becomes possessed, forcing her mother to seek the help
of two priests. Building suspense
perfectly right until the final moments, it will surely leave a lasting
impression. Starring the great Ellen Burstyn and Max Von Sydow
and earning ten Oscar nominations it is definitely a film to watch
if you are a fan of horrors or even
films in general for that matter.
Though over time the film has
lost some of its scariness, it still
however remains an oustanding
piece of work.

REVIEW

Miss Pelegrine’s Home for Peculiar Children
By JORDAN KING

T

his month, prolific off-the-wall
director Tim Burton brings us
his latest journey into the brilliant and the bizarre, Miss Peregrine’s
Home For Peculiar Children. Based on
Ransom Riggs’ bestselling series of
the same name, the film is a dark and
yet emotionally engaging story of a
boy named Jake and the events that
follow a huge personal tragedy. Suddenly, stories once told by his grandfather are proven to be far more than
fiction, and the protagonist journeys
from his home in Florida to an island
near Wales and beyond- crossing
eras and meeting Miss Peregrine and
all of the ‘Peculiar’ children under
her care. What follows is a very imaginatively spun narrative, with hints
of X-Men and arguably Harry Potter
thrown in subtly enough so as not
to feel derivative, and captured per-

fectly by Burton’s inimitably warped
directorship.
The young cast excel, in particular
Asa Butterfield, Ella Purnell, and Finlay MacMillan as Jake, Emma, and
Enoch respectively, with the rest of
the children playing their roles commendably too. Butterfield’s Jake in
particular captivates, and as many
will recognise him from his breakout role in The Boy In Striped Pyjamas, it is unsurprising- he appears
believable and although he copes
stupendously well with the surreal
events that occur, his honest and
assured performance allows you no
time to dwell on the fact. Eva Green’s
performance as Miss Peregrine is
similarly worthy of adulation, she is
mesmeric and beguiling as the mysterious guardian of the Peculiars,
and I was left eager to see where the
character’s arc leads. With the likes
of Samuel L. Jackson also in the cast,

playing the darkly comic antagonist
Mr Barron in typical Sammy LJ fashion (sorry, using the name I call him
when we are ordering Royales with
cheese together), you can’t help but
find yourself drawn into the story
and genuinely looking forward to
whatever the next instalment holds;
the novels are a trilogy and it would
be damn foolish not to tell the whole
story, as Burton himself is obsessed
with narrative structure.
There are flaws admittedly, a hefty
plotline and some jumps in logic are
necessary to validate certain events,
but all in all this is a hugely enjoyable,
dark, and adventurous film that is
more than worth parting with a few
quid for just before Halloween comes
around. In the tradition of academics,
this film deserves a solid B, which in
a cinematic landscape often content
with the likes of Michael Bay’s movies, is high praise indeed.
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The Girl on the Train(wreck)
New to Netflix
2014’s Oscar and BAFTA award winning coming of age drama which
was famously filmed over a 12year period, making it a film like no
other. The film stars Ellar Coltrane
in his breakthrough role as Mason
Jr where we watch him grow up in
front of our very eyes, starting at the
age of 6 and ending at 18 when he
heads off to college. This is a very
sweet and beautiful film with an
amazing concept and completed to
its full potential.

Victoria

Starring the late Heath Ledger, this
film tells the story of Will, a young
peasant who after the death of his
master, pretends to be a knight and
in doing so becomes famous in the
world of jousting by winning multiple tournaments. Brilliantly funny
and quirky with its anachronistic
style as it's set in the middle ages but
uses classic rock music and is certainly re-watchable as there’s something
for everyone to enjoy. With an all-star
cast including Paul Bettany.

Boyhood

A young Spanish woman who has
recently moved to Germany goes
on a night out where she hangs out
with three local guys who at first
seem friendly but are soon revealed
to be criminals and as the night progresses it only gets worse. Though a
very basic plot the film thrived on the
technical aspect that it was filmed in
one single continuous take lasting a
little over two hours. Definitely a film
worth watching because of what it
achieved.

A Knight’s Tale

dapted from the 2015 debut
novel by Paula Hawkings, directed by Tate Taylor and starring Emily Blunt, Rebecca Ferguson,
Haley Bennett and Justin Theroux.
From start to finish, this film has
more twists and turns than a Formula
1 race track as we are taken through
various, differing perspectives of an
initially confusing narrative. Rachel
(Emily Blunt) delivers a powerful
performance as a depressed alcoholic who travels the train between

Manhattan and home each day to
observe an unknown woman (Haley
Bennett) in a house on the edge of
the tracks in this overtly melodramatic, often messy, and unfortunately mundane mystery that opens
up the truth far too quickly, however,
this film is not without merit, from
the stellar performances of the main
cast, to the cinematography bringing
a feel of intimate, emotional distress
and confusion.
The weaving of the three main stories is where wires begin to become
crossed, leaving the audience won-

dering what is actually happening
and where things are going, before
the questions are answered, with
more questions, vague hints and uturns before a shocking resolution
that brought everything to a head.
All in all, this film serves a purpose
of showing that not everything is as
it seems, things are concealed, lies
stack on each other, and what you
think you know, is often not the case.
From beginning to end, it was a confusing mess that unfortunately did
not right itself until it was too late.

looks set to take over from Wolverine.
Almost certainly a film to look out for
early next year.
Logan wasn’t the only superhero
trailer to hit the internet this past
couple of weeks. The Guardians of
the Galaxy Vol. 2 trailer was finally
released and it looks like it could be
just as good or even better than the
previous film. Nothing about the plot
was revealed but we did however
get to see all the characters that we
know and love including baby Grout.
Though only a teaser it was still
enough to get me more than excited
for the film’s release next year.
As well as these trailers there were
many other noteworthy ones. Assassin’s Creed, based on the widely
popular games of the same name,
also released one of their last trailers

before the release of the film in December. Starring Michael Fassbender
as criminal Callum Lynch, who is
forced to participate in a project to
relive the memories of his ancestor
Aguilar de Nerha, an assassin. The
trailer itself looks very impressive, especially both the action and the acting performances. Hopefully it will
favour well with critics unlike many
past films based on video games.
More trailers released recently include two teasers, Jackie and Patriot’s
Day. Patriot’s Day is about the Boston
Marathon Bombing which happened
three years ago. Though it looks
good it already has caused some upset as the event only happened very
recently, with people stating that is
doesn’t need to be made into a film.
Jackie, on the other hand looks like

it could be an Oscar contender. This
biographical drama follows the life
of Jackie Kennedy both when she
was first lady and her life after her
husband’s death. Even just from the
trailer it has the feel of an Oscar film,
with special attention to Natalie Portman’s acting performance.
Though released longer ago than
the ones mentioned, I feel that the
Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Men
Tell No Tales trailer deserves a mention. Though it didn’t give much anyway it does introduce the new villain
played by Oscar winner Javier Bardem who looks brilliant in the role.
It also introduces a young looking
character who has been revealed as
Will Turner’s son.
Safe to say, there is a lot to look forward to over the next year.

By ALEXANDER POLANSKI

A

Review of the Best New Trailers

T

hese past couple of weeks have
been monumental for trailers.
Arguably the biggest of all of
them is the hotly anticipated Rogue
One: A Star Wars Story which is set
to be released in December of this
year. Set between the events of the
prequel trilogy and the original trilogy, a group of rebels led by Jyn Erso
(Felicity Jones) set of on a mission
to steal the plans for the death star,
the empire’s newest weapon. Within
the trailer we did see more action
and more of the plot, which is only
expected in later trailers of films but
what we did see which we hadn’t before was Mads Mikkelsen’s character,
Galen Erso (Jyn’s father), who seems
instrumental in the death star plans.
We also got to see more of the iconic
Darth Vader but yet again not too

much.
Another big trailer very recently out
is Logan (also known as Wolverine 3),
which sadly marks Hugh Jackman’s
final portrayal as the hugely popular title character, as well as Patrick
Stewart as Professor X. Taking place
way into the future where Logan/
Wolverine (who is losing his healing
abilities and slowly dying) must find
a way to defeat Nathaniel Essex/Mister Sinister and his men who helped
bring down the X-men. The film definately looks like it will be an emotional one for all and especially fans
of Marvel, from the poignant music
of Johnny Cash to the aging look of
Wolverine. The trailer also introduces
fan favourite character X-23 (female
mutant clone of Wolverine) to the
big screen for the very first time, who
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Games To Play This All Hallows’ Eve
Developers:
Games

Supermassive

Release Date: 28 Aug 2015
Platforms: PS4
Genre: Interactive
Survival Horror

Drama/

Multiplayer: Can be played
alone, or by sharing the
controller
Rating: 9/10
Age Rating: 18

A

n interactive drama survival
horror game, Until Dawn was
developed by Supermassive
Games and was released in August
2015, exclusive to the PS4.
Players control eight teens on
Blackwood Mountain who are being hunted, with a goal of getting
them all to survive until dawn, whilst
uncovering the secrets of the mountain. The game is set in February
2015, on the anniversary of two of
their friends’ disappearances on the
mountain.
The core of the gameplay is exploration, decision-making and quick
time events. A drawback is there is
no run button, which - while it does
add tension - some may find irritating. The game utilises a mechanic
called the Butterfly Effect, which
gives the player unique experiences
each playthrough, while making the
player paranoid about their decisions.
A new QTE in this game is the Don’t
Move sections. Using the PS4’s motion sensor, the player must keep the
controller as still as possible. While
this is innovative, the sensor can be
too sensitive at times, especially if

the controller’s battery is low. Collectibles also help the player in this
game, but can give away big plot
twists, although sometimes they can
be hard to find. Another of the ingame devices are Totems, which help
players with their decision making.
The storyline is engaging, with
many mysteries being solved over
the night. The main plotline is understandable regardless of the clues
found. The collectibles mainly provide backstory and flesh out the main
mysteries. The game pays homage to
1970’s and 1990’s slasher movies, like

being chased by a masked assailant
through the lodge.
The graphics are beautiful, with the
settings looking simultaneously eerie and stunning. The character models also look fantastic - the game is
motion-captured, and the characters
do look like their actors. However, occasionally, the game doesn’t escape
the uncanny valley, but that works in
its favour in this case. The cinematics flow well into the gameplay too,
which makes the game seamless and
constantly flowing.
Sometimes the dialogue can be
a bit cheesy or awkward but this is
in homage to the aforementioned
slasher movies. During serious moments, the dialogue is often quite
tense, sad, scary or a mix of all three.
Unlike a lot of modern horror games,

‘Until Dawn’ utilises a full orchestral
score to make atmosphere in game,
while using ambient sounds in certain sequences.
The characters are all stereotypes
of characters we know, however as
you play the game extra layers will
be added, fleshing them out based
on player decisions. In fact, it is when
a character has very little development that they can begin to fall flat.
You do eventually end up caring for
or hating these characters, which can
influence how you play.
This game has a good story and
atmosphere and has been well
thought out. It has the benefit that
it can be played solo or with some
friends sharing the controller. It does
have drawbacks, such as being a bit
cheesy sometimes, or one mechanic

being too sensitive, but as a whole
they don’t detract from a fantastic

An Ancient Resident Evil
Developers: Capcom

Genre: Survival Horror

Released: 20th Jan 2015

Multiplayer: No

Platforms: PC, PS4, PS3,
Xbox One, Xbox 360

T

he Resident Evil HD remaster
is set in 1998, on the outskirts
of the fictional Raccoon City,
members of Raccoon City PD’s Alpha Team look for the missing Bravo
Team. As they land at the site of Bravo Team’s helicopter, they are chased
by monstrous dogs to a nearby mansion. There you play as either Jill or
Chris and explore the manor full of
labs, zombies and puzzles as you find

out what happened to Bravo Team.
The controls are easy to pick up.
The game missions can be difficult
though, especially if this is your first
time playing. Without the maps, the
game is one giant labyrinth that is
easy to get lost in. This makes the
atmosphere more frantic and tense.
The backtracking can lull you into a
false sense of security, and then the
game will attack you with a sudden

jump scare. Item and resources management can be tough, as new players won’t be aware of Resident Evil’s
limited saves and bullets. While the
puzzles do make the game intriguing, they do have the tendency to
make parts of the game annoying,
especially if you die trying to solve a
puzzle.
The storyline is simple, but told
well. The game utilises not just dialogue and opening scenes to tell the
story, it uses everything. From the
environment, to apocalyptic logs,
even to where certain Zombies are

Original Release Date:
22nd March 1996
stationed to tell the story. The story
flows quite well. The major conflicts
in the story are gripping; what happened at this manor? And where are
your friends?
While the game is in HD, its gameplay moments retain a slightly older
look. This look makes the game feel
nostalgic. This game also uses fixed
camera angles, which add to the atmosphere, because it feels like you
are being watched. It limits your view
so if you can hear a zombie but can’t
see him you’re not sure if he is ahead
or behind you, adding to the tension.

Rating: 7/10
Age Rating: 18

A negative to the game is that it
relies on ambient noise to make tension, which is good, but is a little boring. The voice acting and dialogue
have been improved, and while they
are cheesy, it’s not painfully so.
At times the game can feel more
like an adventure puzzle game than
a survival horror. While the game
is enjoyable and plot is intriguing,
the game can be difficult either due
to the labyrinthine buildings, or no
clear objectives.
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This Month in Games.
A New Switch
E
For Nintendo

arlier this week, Nintendo announced its new console, Nintendo Switch. The new Nintendo platform is the first since 2012’s
Wii U. Due to the previous console’s
mixed reception, the Switch seems
to be a step in a new direction from
the company. It is a hybrid between a
portable gaming device and a home
console and is due out March of next
year.
It works using the Joy-Con controllers that can be switched around to
either make its own controller for
the home console, or can be placed
on a screen device for the portable
console. The Joy-Con controllers can
also be detached, and the screen can
be propped up and used as a screen
on the go too. Another unique thing
about the Joy-Con is that it can be
used as two separate controllers so
that it’s possible to play with friend

in a competitive mode.
When not being used portably or
separately, the controllers will fit into
a device called the Joy-Can grip.
When not in use the screen is
placed back in its cradle in the home
console part, which possibly also
charges the battery. Whether the
screen will be touchscreen is yet to
be seen but if not then it will be the
first Nintendo console in a decade to
not have touchscreen capabilities.
Along with several games announced with the console, Nintendo
also announced dozens of developers who would support it. This console is not backwards compatible
with the Wii and Wii U however, as
it uses cartridges rather than discs.
However, you will also be able to buy
games on the Nintendo Store.
Finally, Nintendo also said that the
Switch will support Amiibo’s.

are good, however, the vehicle controls are a bit light and can make driving hard. The missions are both engaging and challenging, and the side
missions feel like a natural part of the
game. As Lincoln Clay is biracial, the
police will chase you in this game
even if you’re doing nothing. As well
as this, NPC’s will call you racial slurs.
The AI in this game is intelligent as
opposed to other games.
The cinematics and graphics in this
game are really good, with the documentary aspect making it feel like an
HBO show, and establishes characters yet to be met in 1968. The cinematics add backstory, showing clips
of things happening at the time, such
as the assassination of Martin Luther
King Jr. They flow well into gameplay,
which is stunning, but a lag on occasions. Also, the game will time jump
if a night mission is activated at daytime, which looks awkward. The character rendering on this game is really
good and characters feel distinct.

The soundtrack to this game is awesome, and contains over a hundred
classic rock songs, with certain set
pieces set to certain songs. The voice
acting/motion capture is good and
the dialogue is brilliant, with some
interesting background dialogue.
Lincoln is a believable character.
The fact he was a soldier explains
how he is capable of killing, and he
is emotionally affected by the games
events. However, Lincoln is not the
only good character, so are side characters. Your CIA contact Donovan is
likable and has his own motivations
in the game. One character keeps
you guessing as to her backstory and
loyalties which makes her an interesting character.
While Mafia 3 is a graphically beautiful game which deals with racism
surprisingly well, it isn’t my preferred
type of game. However, it is a very
well designed game with great attention to detail and believable characters.

Welcome To New Bordeaux...

Developers: Hangar 13
2K Czech
Released: 7th Oct 2016
Platforms: PC, Mac, PS4,
Xbox One
Genre: Action Adventure
Multiplayer: No
Rating: 8/10
Age Rating: 18

M

afia 3 is an open world action adventure game developed by Hangar 13, published by 2K Games. It is available
from 7th October 2016 on PS4, Xbox
One, and PC. It is the third game in
the series and has the first non-Italian
protagonist.
You play as Lincoln Clay, a biracial
man, in 1968 in the fictional New
Bordeaux (based on real life New

Orleans). This means the game is set
during the heights of the Civil Rights
movement and classic rock era. The
basic plot is a revenge plot against
the mafia who betrayed Lincoln and
murdered his foster family, the black
mob. You do this by taking over territory belonging to the Mafia. The
game starts with Lincoln returning to
New Bordeaux from working as a soldier in Vietnam. The game then sets
up the events that lead to your character being betrayed. In this section,
you briefly meet your under bosses
for the first time.
The story line in this game is engaging and it will make you care for
the characters. However, there are
a few moments where it is a little
bit too predictable, but it does have
some good twists in the plot here or
there. Also, the entire game is set out
as though it is a documentary, with
characters commenting on actions
as you play them.
The character controls in this game

GAMES
Have you
taken
your joy?

Developers:Compulsion
Games
Released: N/A
Platforms: PC, Xbox one
Genre: Survival Horror
Multiplayer: No
Age Rating: 16
Rating: 8.5/10

Early Access Review by Conor
Glaikin

W

ho doesn’t love a good dystopian story, whether it’s
a book, a film or a video
game? ‘We Happy Few’ cannot be
considered anything but dystopian;
the world has fallen to pieces in Wellington Wells, all thanks to the little
psychoactive drug called ‘Joy’. With
its promises of sunshine, rainbows
and happiness it really is a disappointment. You are presented a
world of darkness, damp and depression, absolutely perfect location for
an adventure right?
There is little plot offered at the
start of the game, leaving you wandering around downer territory aimlessly trying to find the ‘happy place’
of Wellington Wells. Downer territory
is an appropriate name for the graveyard-like area of town, with manic
depression rampant. If you hear crying, run. If you hear screaming, run.
Basically, the more you avoid people the better.
If you are lucky enough to survive
battling the crazy, kitchen-utensils
armed people of downer territory
you can make it to the happier Wellington Wells. When you reach this
part the people that you encounter
are quite different to those of downer territory. Now instead of running
away you have to try to blend in with
this crazier bunch of drug addicts. Do
not run, just don’t. They just keep following, and no matter how hard you
try they will just keep respawning
until you die. There is only one way
to survive, take your Joy.
The difficulty is that taking Joy kills
you bit by bit, so you have to escape
the town before the drug kills you.
Fortunately, you are in charge of
your Joy intake, so you can opt not
to take it, which will only make traveling around worse, or you can take all
of the Joy and die a happy rainbow
filled death. All things considered,
this game is amazing, with adaptive
gameplay, jump scares and endless
paranoia.
Just keep in mind that it’s still in
its beta stage, so it’s still developing
and might be a bit buggy (though
I’ve found the bugs just make it even
creepier).
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Inspirational Author: Edgar Allan Poe

by DAISY HOGARTH

E

dgar Allan Poe’s short stories
and poetry caused him to rise
to fame in the 1900s. Mysterious
and often straight up scary plot lines
filled his works, causing him to fit
perfectly in the Halloween literary
theme. The Gothic genre of the

I

Nineteenth century echoes ‘Halloween’
style texts with the threatening
mystery and often creepy events! Poe’s
short story ‘Berenice’ has a protagonist
obsessed with his dead wife’s teeth so
he turns up her grave to get them! He
is so obsessed with finding her teeth
that he doesn’t hear her screaming…
Yes she was buried alive! What makes

The Adaptation
Debate

wanted to introduce something
just that little bit different. Books
and films are forever crossing
paths these days and I am always apprehensive about watching an adaptation of a treasured read. Harry Potter
has been a massive love of mine for as
long as I can remember; throw back
to my 8th birthday party when I cried
in the cinema with happiness. And I
know this is the same for LOTS of you.
There are wizards and magic involved
and how can anyone not like that? It’s
clever, witty and just down right wonderful in my opinion. But, it doesn’t
end there. What truly is better? The
marvellous world of literature where
you can escape to the Hogwarts world
in any setting, or the films, which, let’s
face it are the definition of a smashing
autumn night in.
This is a decision that I couldn’t make
on my own, I needed a fellow Harry
Potter enthusiast involved.
I asked a beloved friend. From the
moment I met him, the love for Harry
Potter was apparent (I couldn’t get rid
of him after that) He’s an opinionated soul so I knew he would come in
handy for this. He said “The books, al-

ways. The books are far more detailed
and contain lots more little side stories, such as Tonks and Lupin having
a child (can I have an “aww” in here).
Let’s not forget the countless jokes
about the Weasley’s and the build up
in the Half Blood Prince. In my opinion, it’s the huge amount of detail that
makes Harry Potter so special”
We can safely say that it’s a resounding yes here, and I personally agree
wholeheartedly with what my friend
has to say, and I’m not just saying
that (even though I think I would
be off the Christmas card list if I did
disagree with him!) There are many
positives to the films; people of all ages
can marvel in some spectacular moments in cinema (I’m no cinema expert, but the quidditch scenes still to
this day make me on edge). The books
will always have that little bit extra,
for personal reasons, like waking my
parents up early just to make a trip to
buy the latest release. For a book series
to have such strong connections and
memories to it, you know it must be a
good one. Well Done JK, you absolute
queen.

this even creepier is that Poe’s story
is believed to be based on true events
where he was living. Another of
the gruesome tales he wrote, ‘Some
Words with a Mummy’ sees a group
of scientists shock back to life an
unwrapped Mummy with volts of
electricity. ‘The Tell-Tale Heart’ tracks
the insanity of a murderer. When

reading Poe I think it is important
to remember the circumstances of
his time; real life serial killers and
the definitions of insanity in the
nineteenth century make our jokes at
Halloween look like child’s-play. But
don’t just take my word for it, give
some of Poe’s incredible Gothic stories
a read, but maybe not on Halloween.

So when you are enjoying Halloween,
with zombies and dead versions of
most modern day professionals, try
not to think too much about Poe’s
stories as it might give you a bit of a
fright!

Reading in the Dark Seamus Deane

by PAUL STURGES

S

tudying
English
Literature
exposes the student to a
wide range of texts. Some are
canonical, a rite of passage without
the knowledge of which one cannot
ascribe to being a ‘real’ student of
Literature. Others, more obscure, can
be challenging in terms of content and
narrative style. All provide stitches
to the rich tapestry that is Literature.
Regardless of their place within (or
not within) the established canon, it
is fair to say that there are those texts
that will engage the reader, those that
must be arduously ploughed through,
and those that become, after just a
few pages, library shelf fodder, only
ever removed again to clean the dust
that surrounds their unread pages.
Unfortunately, for this reader, too
many fall into the latter two categories
and too few into the first. One of the
few that does is Reading in the Dark by
Seamus Deane.

This is what I call a ‘single sitting’
book. The hackneyed cliché ‘too
good to put down’ is plastered all
over the covers of books of varying

literary merit. Most often they should
be ‘put down’ as the kindest way to
end their misery. Not so Reading
in the Dark. It is an engaging and
beautifully written exploration of
family dynamics and hidden secrets
in an Ireland struggling through The
Troubles from 1945 to 1971. Told in
a chronological series of vignettes we
become familiar with individuals and
immersed in their stories as the book
unfolds. We are effortlessly carried
along from an unreliable narrator aged
5 who tantalises us with snippets of
information, to a world weary reliable
narrator who finally understands
how his family has been affected by
the political violence of the time and,
actually, how tied up in it all they had
been. I would recommend this to
anyone with an interest in recent Irish
history, but even if you aren’t, don’t
pick this up at bedtime unless you are
prepared for a very late night!

The Woman in Black - Susan Hill
by FRANCESCA SCIARRILLO

W

e are introduced to Arthur
Kipps, the story’s protagonist, who tells his very own
ghost story of his experience in Crythin
Gifford and more specifically the Nine
Lives Causeway and Eel Marsh House,
the previous home of Mrs Drablow. He
works by himself in this old desolate

house, trying to unravel the mysteries A-Levels and 3 years later, I find myof its previous owner, but is he truly self revisiting Eel Marsh House every
alone? Why are the villagers so unset- Halloween. This ghost story stands out
tled by the thought of Mrs Drablow? as my favourite due to its narration.
What is the true identity the ghastly Hill continuously shows Arthur to be
figure in black? And most
importantly- what does
“What I heard next
she want?
chilled and horrified
I first encountered this
novel whilst studying my
me…”

traumatised (and rightfully so!) telling his ghost story from memory and
therefore demonstrating to the reader
that he can never run away from the
trauma of his past. Certainly, the
power of fear inflicted by
the woman in black is not
easily forgotten. This Victorian styled ghost story
leaves the reader spooked

in a number of ways. Whether it’s the
haunting descriptions of the gruesome
woman dressed completely in black,
or the bleakness and isolation of the
setting, this novel makes for a perfect
Halloween read. Undoubtedly, this
ghostly tale is jam packed with unsettling themes and without question,
an eerie atmosphere that is not easily
shaken off.
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Top Three Books to Read this Month

THE GIRL ON THE TRAIN
PAULA HAWKINS:
When I was given this book as a
birthday present, I was not quite sure
what to expect. I had heard it be
showered with compliments but I still
had my reservations. Without trying
to sound too much of a book snob,
I had never really gotten along with
books that were “the thing to read”
per say. However, when I picked up
this book and read the first 100 pages in one sitting, my reservations and
narrow- minded judgments were put
to rest…I absolutely loved it!
Paula Hawkins has turned such a
simple concept; a girl on a train, into
a chilling novel and I think that’s why
it suits the genre. Anyone can sit on
a train through London on a Monday morning and it really makes you
think about what is going on behind
closed doors.
I was taken on an emotional rollercoaster with this one; I felt pangs of
sympathy for our protagonist, Rachel. She was nearly homeless and
tortured herself everyday with travelling past her old house in an alcohol
induced haze. Rachel’s nosey-ing on

her travels progressed into something a lot deeper, the emotional
investment and fascination for the
“perfect” couple in her beloved, old
house takes an unexpected and dark
turn to say the least. I didn’t quite anticipate what I was about to read and
I could write for hours with a deep
and detailed analysis of this book,
but that would spoil the fun for you.
For someone going into this book
with admittedly quite a closed mind,
Paula Hawkins has certainly exceeded any expectation that may or may
not have existed before reading this
book and I would recommend this
book to ANYONE. Even if in the midst
of my frantic and panicked page
turning, I got lost between characters and dates (it all got a bit much at
times, but it was nothing that a good
old brew could solve) 10/10 Paula,
lass.
THE MAGIC TOYSHOP
ANGELA CARTER:
Any first year literature student will
have probably had to read this book
at some point in the academic career
(if you haven’t you probably will).
I was lucky enough to read this be-

by EMMA JEWKES

fore I had to study it at university and
reading it again recently for a third
time, it just reminded me how much
I fell in love with the book the first
time I read it.
We are introduced with a childliked, animated, concept from the
very start. The protagonist, Melanie,
is wandering the garden in her mother’s wedding dress and then ruins it,
pretty standard if you ask me. Then,
bam, death strikes Melanie’s family.
She is then sent to live with some eccentric family members: an aggressive uncle, a muted auntie and cousins Finn and Francie.
Puppetry and toy making should
be such an innocent art form, but
this book took my idea and ripped
my perception into teeny, tiny, pieces. The toys were given human-like
qualities and that’s nice and innocent. However, the contextual background to the objects makes you
realise that these are for a not so
innocent purpose. The fact toys are
mentioned is probably as far as innocence goes in this novel. We have
physical violence and infidelity (I am
not saying who this is between, that’s
the juicy part) just to keep us on our

toes. These two themes could not
be any more polar opposite unless
they were actually tied to the two
poles, yet Carter links them together
in such a clever way and it portrays
such an array of truths.
I found this book intense enough
that it should be considered a Halloween read in my opinion and I can
guarantee, Toyshops will seem that
little bit more disturbing afterwards.
JURASSIC PARK
MICHAEL CRICHTON:
Even though this is meant to be a
Halloween themed section, to be
seasonal and all that jazz, I couldn’t
resist putting in one of my favourite novels of all time. In my opinion,
dinosaurs are appropriate all year
round anyway.
Like the films, Jurassic Park takes us
on an exciting, nerve-wrecking adventure and I think in this instance,
the film does the book justice. The
element of this book that stands out
the most to me is the introduction.
To me, a prologue as such, is always
an important aspect as it really sets
the scene for the rest of the book.
You get to understand why the au-

thor wrote the book. In the instance
of Jurassic Park, we are introduced
with BOTH. The introduction relates
the novel back to the technological
advancements of the 20th century
and to me, that is truly what helps
make the book (and dinosaurs) come
to life.
Crichton truly brings one of the
most fascinating elements of history
come to life with such extraordinary
detail. The first line of the prologue
truly captivates you. “The tropical
rain fell in drenching sheets, hammering the corrugated roof of the
clinic building” When I first read that
line many moons ago, I was like, “clinic?!” and even now, that line well and
truly hooks me.
For those who have never read, or
even seen Jurassic Park, the story
is about a giant jungle island that
is used to create a dinosaur park
through the use of genetic engineering. That is all that needs to be said,
you’re going to have to read the rest
for yourself, or watch the films at the
very least (Steven Spielberg directed
it so you just know that it is going to
be a cracker).

The Lovely Bones

I

n my opinion, a good book stays
with you a while, a great book
stays with you a life-time. For me,
Alice Sebold’s book, The Lovely Bones
fits firmly into the latter category.
The basic plot is horrific as schoolgirl
Susie Salmon is raped and murdered
by local oddball George Harvey. We
then follow Susie as she navigates the
after-life all the while keeping a careful
watch on her family as they struggle to
comprehend their loss.

away with writing about child murder
while still turning it into a truly
riveting read. Where Sebold goes right
is by showing that the victim, Susie,
lives on in her own personal heaven,
the descriptions of which truly help
to transport you there. Aside from

Despite its morbid premise, The
Lovely Bones is at its heart a beautiful
book. It’s doubtful that many could get

Susies story, we still bear witness to the
aftermath of her murder in the small
community she was a part of. It was
these scenes which truly got to me as
we see her family and friends struggle
to rebuild their lives following their
monumental loss. I was also eager to
see if Harvey would eventually get his
comeuppance as the true nature of his
crimes slowly became apparent.
All in all, The Lovely Bones is an
essential read. There’s honestly no
wonder it regularly features on ‘books
to read before you die’ lists. A story
that will quite honestly stay with you
a lifetime.

The Little Mermaid - Hans Christian Anderson
by FRANCESCA SCIARRILLO

P

erhaps this title comes as a
shock to see amongst ghost stories as we approach Halloween.
However, like many beloved fairy tales
re-read from an adult’s point of view,
this one carries with it extremely dark
undertones, not to mention a com-

pletely different ending to Disney’s
film adaptation.
This tale explores the life of a young
mermaid who longs to see the world
above the surface. When that day finally arrives, she finds herself rescuing
a prince and falls in love with him. It
is only through bargaining with a Sea
Witch that the hope of being with her

beloved prince once more is possible,
but it comes at a horrific price. The
sacrifice she makes comes with excruciating consequences…“a mermaid
has no tears, and therefore she suffers
so much more”.
For as long as I can remember I have
loved fairy tales and my ultimate favourite has always been The Little

Mermaid. It is only in recent years that
I have noticed the dark and franklydownright horrific concepts included
in Anderson’s tale. The inclusion of
violence and trauma in the story,
like many of the traditional fairy tale
stories opens up for an uncomfortable atmosphere. Certainly, the story
provokes the question, why are some

of the most well-loved tales from our
childhoods riddled with horror and violence, and perhaps more importantly,
do we only see this horror from an
adult’s perspective? These questions in
itself create an unsettling atmosphere
by linking horror with childhood and
this is arguably why the story can be
seen as fitting for Halloween.
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Joe Wicks, @thebodycoach

H

e’s no secret anymore! Joe
Wicks, AKA The Body Coach,
is a man with the simple aim
to educate and encourage people
to nourish themselves to their full
potential with tasty, quick and easy
meals alongside a range of various
HIIT workouts. His Instagram account is filled with snapshots of the
range of delicious meals you could
be trying, as well as ‘how-to’ videos
and progress shots from many of his
loyal followers. How do you fancy
getting ‘lean in 15’ with a homemade
burger oozing with mozzarella, goats
cheese and jalapeños? Best give it a
look then!

COLD MYTHS

• AS the weather becomes
colder and wetter, and
immune systems are still
pretty weak from battling
the first bout of the dreaded
freshers flu, it’s important to
take the time to make sure
we’re doing all that we can
to protect ourselves from the
winter chills. But with so much
information on what to do and
what not to do out there, it’s
difficult to know what’s best
for you. So, let’s settle some of
those facts from fiction:

• REGULAR exercise is known

to help boost your immune
system and therefore prevent
colds from settling in the
first place, however, if you’re
already ill it’s important to
rest, drink copious amounts
of water, eat regularly and
make sure you’re equipped
with paracetamol to calm any
fevers. However, exercising
whilst unwell will only make
you worse, prolonging the
illness.

cough is really up to you..
HAVING wet hair does not
increase the likelihood of you
obtaining a cold, that simply
increases based upon your
exposure to the virus.
•

CHANGING the temperature
of your morning shower
between cold and warm
can help to strengthen
your body’s defences. Your
immune system is stimulated
by your body attempting to
warm itself up from the cold
water, whilst your body’s
detoxification system kicks in

•

COLDS
cannot
be
transmitted through kissing!
Though whether you’d want
to be kissing somebody with
a bunged up nose or chesty

•

due to the hot water.

• RELAXATION is important!

Yes, work in all forms is
equally as important, but too
much stress only damages
our ability to fight infections
as it makes our immune
cells less sensitive to stimuli.
Going for walks in the park
or simply venturing outside
can increase the function of
your immune system whilst
the exercise - you forget your
doing - enables the release of
serotonin.

• Sleep! Resting each night is
vital as it allows the body time
to recharge and repair cells
and tissues. Missing even a
few hours a night can lead to
a decrease in the number of
‘natural killer cells’, which are
responsible for fighting off
invaders such as bacteria and
viruses.

Beauty

Heather Venere, @heathervenere

I

f you’re constantly looking for
inspiration as to how you can enhance those eyes with some colour
or extremely powerful wings, then
this girl’s for you! All the way from
Massachusetts, Heather’s account is
filled with snapshots of the makeup designs she has tried and tested
upon herself with absolute success. If
you’re looking to embrace fall to the
fullest, she has some incredibly beautiful autumnal coloured looks; we’re
talking reds, browns, golds, oranges.
Definitely worth a look if make-up’s a
passion for you.

Health

Jonathon Fields, @goodlifeproject

T

he Good Life Project (GLP), is a
global community that intends
to help a range of people live
more meaningful and connected
lives by pursuing them with both
hands in a powerful, inspired,
practical and sustainable way. The
Instagram account is a place for
positive and uplifting quotes, places
and aspects of natural beauty and
various information on projects the
group are about to pursue. It’s a good
little look to when you’re feeling a
little uninspired.

A MUGGLES MIRACLE
I

n the spirit of Halloween
and all things magical, here’s
introducing the all new
Harry Potter make-up brushes.
Storybook Cosmetics have only
gone and created the ‘Wizard
Wand’ brushes. The set consists
of five brushes made of synthetic
hairs with metal handles created
in the style of the wands of Harry
Potter, Ron Weasley, Hermione
Granger, Albus Dumbledore and,
of course, Lord Voldemort.

Currently retailing for around
£45 and arriving in a custom
velvet pouch for safe-keeping,
the estimated arrival date is
December 10th, which means
it’s just in time for Christmas.
Not only this though, the brand
are also working on their very
own Potter inspired Palettes
including eyeshadow shades
such as ‘Brave’, ‘Cunning’ and ‘Sly’.
It’s every muggles dream.

‘Those WHO DON’T BELIEVE IN MAGIC will never find
it.’ - Roald Dahl.
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SHINING A LIGHT ON...
ORTHOREXIA

I

t seems almost impossible to
have found somebody who
hasn’t heard the term or of
the concepts of ‘clean eating’ in
this day and age, with numerous
bloggers and supposed ‘health’
speakers
encouraging
the
labelling of particular foods
as either ‘clean’ or ‘dirty’. An
unrealistic suggestion that only
encourages restrictive eating
behaviours amongst those who
fall into the clasp of the trend.
But what does this have to do
with Orthorexia? First described
in 1997 by Dr. Steven Bratman,
Orthorexia is deemed a ‘fixation
of righteous eating’, though
it currently has not received a
formal medical diagnosis, it has
become increasingly used when
referring to strict and inflexible
eating behaviours – something
seemingly increasing due to the
promotion and popularity of
‘clean eating’ within the media.

T

hough it may appear
harmless in the beginning,
a simple and true intention
begin eating healthier foods, it
can quickly become maladaptive.
Quite often, an indicator that
something may be festering is
the characteristic of missing out
social occasions involving food

because they may not be what is
deemed as ‘clean’ and therefore
acceptable to eat. Numerous
sufferers are often very much
into their exercise, too, viewing
exercise as being of equal
importance as eating healthily.

T

his can lead to complications
and misdiagnosis, however,
as it can quite often become
confused with Anorexia Nervosa;
another form of eating disorder.
As Orthorexia develops, rules
are created upon how much is
acceptable to eat, the timing
and location of eating meals and
which foods should be avoided
due to the misguided beliefs over
what is and is not ‘healthy’.

E

ventually, entire food groups
become eliminated. Often
carbohydrates, dairy and
fats. It becomes a manipulative,
destructive and restrictive routine
focused upon maintaining a high
sense of self-discipline; every day
is another challenge to eat the
‘right’ foods and avoid any form
of treat or ‘dirty’ foods. However,
if temptation is given into, quite
often already limited food choices
become stricter and further
reduced and exercise is increased
as a form of punishment. Helping
somebody
with
Orthorexia
often involves seeking a GP or
specialist dietitian. It’s important
for them to re-educated about
the nutritional value of all food
groups and discouraging the
labelling of foods as either ‘good’,
‘bad’, ‘clean’ or ‘dirty’, as this will
also help to eliminate the feelings
of guilt associated with the foods.
Support is essential, but it is
important to remember that it is
a mental disorder and not going
to be a quick fix.

I

I

1. Feel Fuller
Pumpkin seeds pack up to 1.7
grams of dietary fibre per ounce and
mashed pumpkin contains roughly
50 calories per 250 grams and 3
grams of fibre. Fibre helps to keep
you feeling fuller for longer, therefore keeping your appetite at bay
and pumpkins are fairly low calorie,
thus meaning you essentially eat less
overall whilst remaining satisfied.
2. Boost Vision
Pumpkin contains vitamin A which

promotes good vision, especially in
dim light, and forms and maintains
healthy skin, teeth and bones. It has
also been found to slow the decline
of retinal function in those with retinitis pigmentosa, a degenerative eye
disease that can lead to blindness,
according to researchers from Harvard. Bonus: Vitamin A also helps
form and maintain healthy skin,
teeth and bones.

3. Lower Blood Pressure
Pumpkin seed oil is full of phytoestrogens, which research has shown
is beneficial for preventing hypertension.
4. Sleep Better
Pumpkin seeds are rich in tryptophan, the amino acid responsible
for helping the body make serotonin, the feel-good neurotransmitter
that helps you to relax and unwind.
Pumpkin seeds promote better sleep
whilst also improving your mood.
5. Protect Your Package
Pumpkins — especially the seeds —

ROASTED AUTUMN VEGETABLES
WITH LANCASHIRE CHEESE
SERVES 2 as a main.
Ingredients from ASDA £2.41.

t can be a long, difficult and
frustrating journey for all
involved and therefore requires
patience and understanding.

PUMPKIN POWER

f there’s one thing we can associate with fall, it’s pumpkins. From
your standard Halloween decoration, to a seasonal favourite at Starbucks, the pumpkin reigns supreme
throughout October. In fact, Starbucks has sold more than 200 million
Pumpkin Spice Lattes in the past 10
years, and that’s not even counting
the all new Pumpkin Spice Frappuccino’s. Yet, whilst the previously mentioned may be laden with sugar and
a once in awhile treat, pumpkin itself
is actually one of the healthier foods
of the season. Here are just six of its
benefits:

AUTUMNAL BITES
FOR STUDENTS

are rich in beta-carotene and other
antioxidants with cancer protective
properties. It has been proposed that
pumpkin seeds could be particularly
healthy for men in preventing cancers.
6. Have a Healthier Heart
All that fibre could also help protect
your heart. One Harvard study of
over 40,000 male health professionals found that those who ate highfibre diets had a 40 percent lower risk
of coronary heart disease, compared
to those who ate low-fibre diets. A
further study by Swedish researchers
found that women who ate a high-fibre diet had a 25 percent lower risk of
heart disease compared with women
who ate a low-fibre diet.

YOU WILL NEED:
1 large butternut squash
1 medium red onion
6 tbsp olive oil
1 large courgette
1 tbsp balsamic vinegar
100g Lancashire cheese
A sprig/sprinkling of sage.
1) PREHEAT the oven to fan 180c / conventional 200c.
Cut the Squash in half and scoop out the seeds.
Cut the halves into smaller pieces so they are easier to
peel.
Chop the flesh into bite sized pieces.
2) HALVE the onion, peel and then cut into four wedges.
Scatter the onion and squash in a large roasting tin.
Drizzle over 5 tbsp of olive oil and toss together.
Scatter sage over vegetables and season to your taste.
Roast for 20 minutes, stirring halfway.
3) MEANWHILE, slice the courgette thickly and toss with
remaining oil.
Remove roasting tin from the oven and push the partly
cooking squash and onion to the side.
Put the courgette slices flat on the base and season.
Roast for a further 10 minutes until all vegetables are tender.
4) REMOVE the tin from the oven.
Sprinkle the vinegar over the vegetables and toss.
Crumble over the cheese and toss lightly so it melts a little.
5) SERVE.

FANCY A GO?
For some healthier ways of adding
pumpkin into your diet, why not
try adding pumpkin chunks to your
roasted vegetables? Or simply sprinkle pumpkin seeds on top of your
salads or cereal? Unlike fall, the possibilities are endless. Get creative with
this season’s super food.
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FOOD AND DRINK

HOW TO STAY HEALTHY AS A STUDENT
M
By CHARLES BEN-COFIE

anaging your time at university can be a bit of a balancing act sometimes and
balancing coursework, practicals and
revision with drinking, napping and
getting on a sesh is no easy feat. All
of these things can sometimes mean
that simply looking after yo urself
and your health can take a bit of a
back seat.
According to a study by Slimming
World, the average student gains a
whopping 12kg in their first year and
it’s no surprise. The unique combination of stress, binge alcohol and £1

Y

pizza’s that you can only experience
as a student isn’t exactly helping.
But staying fit doesn’t need to be
hard and eating healthy doesn’t
have to include kale and spinach
smoothies. Unfortunately the millions of diets, exercise regimes and
cook books out there can make it
confusing but here are some simple
tips to get you on your way.

MAKE A PLAN...
Whether you want to lose weight,
maintain weight or get more jacked
than Terry Crews after a protein par-

ty, you’re going to need a plan. Easy
right? Wrong! Developing a fitness
plan will take time, effort and a bit of
education. Luckily for you there is a
lot of information available for free
on the internet and whilst it will take
some time to wade through the rubbish before your get some valuable
information, starting with a basic
and thorough plan will help you in
the long run.

WATCH WHAT YOU EAT AND
DRINK...
It sounds simple but the easiest way
to stay healthy is to simply to watch

what you put in your mouth. All the
treats and snacks you get yourself at
lunch do start to add up and can really mess up a healthy diet. App’s like
myfitnesspal and calorie counter by
nutracheck can help you count calories and spot bad habits.

If counting calories and keeping an
eye on everything you eat doesn’t
seem like your thing then a simpler
idea is to make simple changes to
bad habits. For example even things
like swapping your beer for a vodka
and soda can make the world of difference especially when you consider that 1 pint has the same amount of

calories as 7 slices of bread.

SOCIALISE....

It may seem daunting but the best
way to stay healthy is to do it with
others, whether with friends or by
joining a team. Luckily for us all teams
and societies at Bangor Uni are free
and for some you don’t even need to
have played the sport before. Boxing,
Powerlifting and Badminton are all
fun ways to meet new people, stay
in shape and you can join any week.

Best East Asian Restaurants in Bangor

ou may think the 6000 or so miles between Bangor and East Asia would mean that it’d be difficult to get your hands on some authentic East Asian dishes but it turns out you’d be wrong. For a
small city Bangor is packed full of choice when it comes to Asian cuisine and here is a few of our favourites:

Noodle One

Dragon Noodle Bar

Ling’s Buffet

Aroy Dee Noodle Bar

Eastern Origin

Noodle One is past winner of Seren’s
‘Restaurant of the Year’ and a firm
favourite with Bangor’s student population. it’s not difficult to see why,
serving lots of amazing recipes from
all over East Asia from Thailand’s pad
thai to Japanese green katsu curry.
Noodle One is definitely somewhere
you need to check out.

We couldn’t make a list of best
oriental restaurants in Bangor and
not include any in upper Bangor. Already known by too many students
already as a great Chinese takeaway,
Dragon noodle bar also doubles up
as a cosy restaurant.

What’s better than good food… an
unlimited amount of good food for
an even better price. Ling’s may be
new to Bangor - and does occasionally suffer some teething problems
- but overall this fair priced Buffet
is definitely a welcome addition to
Bangor’s list of restaurants.

Tucked away in lower bangor is a little known family run Thai restaurant
that packs in great aromatic and
truly authentic food for a very cheap
price. Many of their customers I’ve
talked to have quickly gone from liking to loving it and you can see why
when you taste their food with that
great home cooked feeling.

Excellent food and a big open environment. Eastern Origin is especially
great for parties and society meals
out. With a wide and varied menu
that spans from all of the regions
and flavours in China I’m sure they’ll
have something to keep everyone
you go with happy.

Where?
On Bangor high street, Between
New Look at The Feral Cat Café bar.
How Much?

Where?
Upper Bangor next to the Greek

Where?
Lower Bangor, opposite varsity.

Where?
In lower Bangor, opposite Lidl.

Where?
In Lower Bangor opposite Domino’s

How Much?
Around £5 - £7

How Much?
Only £10.99 per person and £7 for
takeaway

How Much?
A meal for one shouldn’t cost more
than £10

How Much?
A meal for one costs £15-£20.

A full meal for one should come
between £15 - £20
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very year over 18,000 tons of
perfectectly edible squash is
thrown straight into the bin,
that’s the same weight as 1,500 double decker busses. Unfortunately this
problem is only getting worse according to research from the ‘Pumpkin rescue campaign’ lead by the
charity Hubbub. So when you carve
out your pumpkin to make your Jacko-Lanterns this Halloween why not
try out some recipes.

Pumpkin Pie:

WHY DO WE CARVE PUMPKINS, ANYWAY?

T

raditions are odd aren’t they?
Every year on the 31st of October we all dress up like idiots,
drink a little too much and buy over 5
million pumpkins just to carve a face
in them but do you know why? I did
a bit of research to figure out why we
decide to slice, dice and scoop poor
pumpkins in the name of Halloween
every year.
Unsurprisingly the story of ‘Jack-oLanterns’ is surrounded in folklore
and rumour but what we do know
is that the name Jack-o-Lantern
comes from 17th century Britain
where it meant man with a lantern

A

or night-watchman as we would say
today. However over in Ireland Jacko-Lantern had a different story. Irish
parents would tell their children the
story of how a drunk farmer named
jack managed to wind up the devil so
much that when he eventually died
neither the gates of heaven nor hell
would accept his soul so he was sent
back to purgatory with only a piece
of burning coal set inside a carved a
turnip to guide him.
By the late 1800’s people were
using the name to describe turnip lanterns. described by Thomas
Darlington in his 1887 volume ‘The

Folk-Speech of South Cheshire’ as “a
lantern made by scooping out the inside of a turnip, carving the shell into
a rude representation of the human
face, and placing a lighted candle
inside it.” And on Hallowmas, now
known as ‘All-Saints day’, Catholic
children would take their turnip lanterns door to door to commemorate
saints and the dead still in purgatory.
At the time the lanterns were used
to represent the supernatural beings
that could keep harmful spirits out,
especially Jack the farmer.
So where do all pumpkins come
from I hear you ask. Well by the 19th

century the story of Jack-o-Lantern
had followed the Irish across the
channel to America. They found turnips hard to come by but they did
find an abundance of pumpkins. 50
years later American parents began
telling their children the story of a
headless horseman with a Jack-oLantern in place of his severed head.
So next time you carve out a pumpkin make sure to remember our
old friend Jack, who’s probably still
roaming around purgatory with his
pumpkin.

YELLOW TAKES IT’S LAST ORDERS

staple in the community
since the 50’s, Yr Hen Glan finally closes its doors for good
Located right in the heart of Bangor ‘The Old Glan’, better known by
Bangor students as Yellow Pub was
recently placed up for sale by owners the ‘Stonegate pub company’
who also own yates further down the
road.
A spokesperson from the company
said ““We have sold this property to a
local investor”
Although we don’t know what Yellow will be turned into local Councillor Gwnfor Edwards, of Deniol Ward
has said that he would like the venue
to be transformed into something
cultural.
“Yr Hen Glan closing is quite sad for
me. I watched Wales v South Africa
there in 2014 when Wales beat South
Africa and it left the city of Bangor
bouncing.
It’s also where i considered ibecoming a councillor, which has brought
me to where I am now. The pub is a
part of Bangor’s culture. Logistically
I don’t think it’s right for student accommodation. The space is too limited.”
Originally ‘The Glanrafon Hotel’, the
pub is well known by the population
Bangor and gained notoriety during
the 1960’s and 70’s as one of Bangor’s
best pubs. In its past Yellow has seen
band from Fleetwood mac to Queen
pass through. However probably
better known now as a great venue

750g pumpkin flesh, deseeded
350g sweet shortcrust pastry
Plain flour, only a little for dusting
140g caster sugar
½ tsp salt
½ tsp nutmeg
2 tsp cinnamon
2 eggs, beaten
25g butter, melted
175ml milk
1 tbsp icing sugar
Preheat oven to 180C
Place the pumpkin flesh into a
large saucepan, cover with water and
bring to a boil. Let it simmer for 15
minutes and then drain the out the
pumpkin flesh.
Line a tart tin with your sweet short
crust pastry and cool in the fridge for
15 minutes.
Line the pastry with baking parchment and then bake for until the pastry is gold and fluffy
Combine the pumpkin mixture,
eggs, butter and milk and then stir
in the sugar, salt, nutmeg and cinnamon.
Pour the puree over the pastry and
bake 10 minutes at 220C and then
reduce the temperature to 180C and
back until the filling has set.

Pictured: Pumpkin Pie

Pumpkin soup
700g of pumpkin, skinned and chopped
into 2cm pieces
One medium onion, chopped
275ml of double cream or full-fat milk
275ml of stock
salt and pepper
Fry onions in a saucepan on medium heat until soft
Add pumpkin flesh and season with
salt and pepper, leave the mixture to
cook for around 10 minutes
to watch sports and due to its warm
and friendly staff.
Local student Simon Annetts told
us his stories of Yellow pub.: “Yellow
definitely the best place to watch
football in Bangor, I think at one
point I was down there every Satur-

day to watch my local team (Birmingham)”
“I’ve got so many memories in there
from my first pub crawl in Bangor to
watching Birmingham avoid relegation 3 years ago back when I was a
fresher. “

He later summed up the pub in a
way that resonates with a lot of the
student population at Bangor
“It was called yellow and it was yellow, a pub from simpler times”

pour in cream or milk Lower temperature, cover pan and leave to simmer for 20 minutes.
Blend remaining mixture serve
your delicious pumpkin soup
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TRAVEL
by CHARLOTTE HOWE-MCCARTIN.

H

alloween is one of my favourite times of the year; dressing
up, decorating the house to
look like a spooky abandoned mansion, carving pumpkins and watching silly films such as Beetlejuice, it is
great fun. I’ve always been intrigued
by things that go bump in the night,
but whilst in Edinburgh, things got
a little too close for comfort. Known
as one of Britain’s most haunted cities, with its lingering history of gruesome grave diggers, bloodthirsty
battles and long forgotten streets, it
seemed like an ideal place to go on a
night ghost tour, and I can say its reputation deserves the name. Whether
you are a non-believer or a poltergeist enthusiast, it is the place to be
this Halloween, just don’t forget to
watch your back.

W

Haunted Edinburgh

We started our tour at Edinburgh
Castle. This iconic landmark protruding over the city has been the stage
backdrop to many battles. One such
ghost story we were told about was a
prisoner of war who was tortured in
the dungeons. He made a plan to escape by hiding in a dung barrow and
when it was carried out to be emptied he could run to freedom. However, the barrow was emptied down
the rocky slopes below, to which he
fell to his death. We stood on the battlements high above, looking down
over the city, where people have reported his ghost trying to push them
over the side.
Edinburgh is built upon a network
of secret tunnels, weaving from Edinburgh Castle, down the Royal Mile
and out into the unknown of city.
When these tunnels were discovered centuries ago, a piper boy was
sent to explore the unknown. It was

said he played the bagpipes so that
he could be tracked by those above,
however it suddenly stopped. Many
search parties went into the tunnel,
but the boy was never found, he
simply vanished. Sometimes bagpipes are heard echoing through the
tunnels. We took these dark endless
tunnels to The Edinburgh Vaults.
These underground chambers, built
in 1788, housed taverns and tradesmen of all crafts, as well as the bodies
of people killed by Burke and Hare;
it is said these infamous serial killers
haunt the vaults.

“...a small white ball of
light ﬂoating serenely...”
When the vaults turned into a slum,
overcrowded with the city’s poor, it is
said that Burke and Hare hunted for

victims amongst the poor. They sold
the corpses that they both killed and
dug up from recently buried graves
to the medical schools for experiments and research. It was here that
I saw an orb. I am no great believer in
the paranormal, nor do I know what
to make of what I saw, but there was
no photographical trick, no projectors in the room and nor were there
strings attached, it was simply a small
white ball of light floating serenely
past me about one meter above the
ground, that caused quite a stir.
On our way to our last destination,
we stumbled through Greyfriars
Kirkyard. The macabre atmosphere
of this impressive graveyard with its
many gothic mausoleums, is said to
house a malevolent spirit, screaming and grabbing people. Of course
upon hearing that, my father thought
it would be immensely amusing to
grab my shoulder, making me jump a

mile. One of the graves that attracted
my attention was Thomas Riddell’s
grave, believed to be the inspiration
for Lord Voldemort, or Tom Riddle, in
J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter.
Our final destination was Mary
King’s Close. This warren of streets
has a tragic history shrouded in tales.
These streets were full of hustle and
bustle, however when the plague
struck they were walled up and left
to die. These lost streets were built
upon and became a forgotten secret,
only the colloquial name the “street
of sorrows” gave any clue to what lay
beneath until archaeologists stumbled upon the remains. It is here
where the annual Ghost Fest is held
in Edinburgh, if you fancied celebrating the unexplainable for yourself.

A Halloween Getaway like No Other

hen planning a holiday, to
many, a trip to Romania perhaps would not be in the top
ten of their list, let alone at the top.
Yet situated in the Carpathian Mountains, however, is a site that year on
year holds an appeal to people from
all over the world who take an interest in vampires – Dracula’s Castle.
Romania was the home of Vlad the
Impaler, also known as Vlad Dracula.
Although it is not clear whether or
not the horror novel, ‘Dracula’, written by Bram Stoker in 1897 took inspiration from the character of Vlad,
it is clear that the story is still going
strong in the 21st century. At the
time, the story did not sell well at
all, in fact in the last year of Stoker’s
life, he had to petition for a compassionate grant from the Royal Literary
Fund. Popularity of the novel did of
course grow to the point that since
the 1931 American film version, the
book has not been out of print. The
popularity of Dracula is highlighted
by the IMDB in 2009, as the amount
of films featuring the character of
Dracula in a major role was second
only to Sherlock Holmes.
It is clear to see why many people
see Romania as such a good place
to visit with such an intriguing cultural history. This Halloween, Airbnb
– the popular accommodation website, has a particularly spooky listing
where Wi-Fi, TV and even heating
certainly will not be included. The
host, Dacre Stoker, the great grand-

nephew of author Bram Stoker and
self-professed vampire expert is inviting two competition winners into
Dracula’s Castle to spend the night
of Halloween. As in the book, the
winners will arrive by horse-drawn

carriage and after tentatively exploring the dark corridors, mysterious
towers, all fifty-seven rooms and
spooky crypts, the guests will dine
on a “hearty, blood-enriching meal”
as described in the novel. Whilst this

particular stay doesn’t exactly offer a
spacious double bed, the competition winners will attempt to get their
full eight hours sleep in a velvettrimmed coffin, located down in the
crypt.

“...sleep in a velvet trimmed
cofﬁn, located down in the
crypt.”
As with most listings on Airbnb,
there are house rules. Most house
rules on the website are things such
as no smoking, or listing areas as offlimits. At Dracula’s Castle, there are
strictly no garlic or garlic-scented
items allowed, silver jewellery should
be left at home, curtains must be
closed before sunrise, nothing is allowed to be placed in a cross formation and guests are warned that the
chances of a mirror selfie with the
count are slim.
Last year, Airbnb offered the opportunity to sleep in the Catacombs
of Paris, located underneath the city.
It was won by a 27-year-old Brazilian
man, Pedro Arruda, who spent the
night with his mother and six million
others in what is said to be the world’s
largest grave, comprising of over 200
miles of tunnels and crypts.
Who knows where they plan to spend
Halloween next year?
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by SEAN DERBY

A

backpacking holiday in one
of the UK’s most magical
landscapes awaited a friend
and I this past summer. Situated off
the North West coast of Scotland,
and connected to the mainland by
bridge, the Isle of Skye offered us one
of the most enchanting and picturesque journeys I have ever experienced in the British Isles.
It would be impossible to provide
a detailed description of Skye in this
article; it would also take away from
one of Skye’s most luring qualities:
the freedom to explore. Our route
was the 128 km Skye trail. It is an
unofficial, long distance footpath
that begins at the Northern tip of the
Island, and weaves along spectacular coastal scenery, across the formidable Trotternish ridge, through
isolated valleys and past the titans
of Skye; the Red and Black Cuillins. If
backpacking and wild camping isn’t
your thing, Skye has numerous B&BS,
campsites and hotels, all near transport services providing easy navigation around the island.
Skye boasts some of the wildest
landscape in the British Isles, and accompanying this is a satisfying sense
of isolation. Nowhere was this more
apparent than at the northern tip of
Skye. At Rubha Hunish we walked
onto rugged headland, above dramatic cliffs we looked out onto the

Over the Sea to Skye

endless horizon. Being alone in such
a dramatic place surrounded by
nothing but birds and grazing cattle
was humbling. As the sun sank we
caught a glimpse of a whale far out
to sea before retiring to our small
coast guard bothy perched on the
cliff top.
Skye also commanded a sense of
walking through a prehistoric land.
Throughout our trip the 500 million
years of history surrounding us was
both, bold and striking. From the
jagged Cuillin ridge which dropped
steeply into crystal clear waters, to
the old man of Storr, a pinnacle of
rock shrouded in mist which commanded our attention as we walked
below. Wherever we went, we never
lost the sense of awe of this primordial world.

“...we had experienced
something truly unique.”
In sharp contrast to the mountains
and rugged headlands were peaceful shores. One day we reached one
of the Isles sandy beaches, complimented with beautiful natural arches. Later in our journey we plunged
into cold crystal clear blue waters below the Cuillins at Camasunary, and
on the shores of Camas Malag.
With all that we travelled and saw
during our journey through Skye,
through small farm dwellings, pubs,

cafes and towns, the inhabitants of
Skye were some of the friendliest
we had met. It was the combination
of contrasting isolated ancient landscape, and these relaxing friendly
people that made this trip so special.

Our walk over, Skye disappeared
behind us and we felt we had experienced something truly unique.
Skye is a timeless landscape, and to
be able to experience such an ancient land in the British Isles is a real

I

W

Beauty of Beaumaris
of quirky little shops in Beaumaris to
peruse, most of which selling locally
crafted goods or homemade foods.
Although summer now seems like
a distant memory, a walk along the
pier to take in the stunning views
looking across the Menai Strait back
at Bangor and beyond is great for
that rare good day in the area. If quite
literally pushing the boat out is what
takes your fancy, boat trips operate
from Beaumaris along the Menai
Strait to get a closer look at Puffin Island and the wildlife along the way,
where it is possible to see wild seals

and a wide array of birds. The iconic
site of Beaumaris though is sure to be
the castle, where access is available
upon paid entry.
There are also a number of events
hosted in Beaumaris over the year,
with the Beaumaris food festival held
in September and the annual Victorian Christmas taking place on the
26th November. Beaumaris is a great,
affordable day trip from Bangor.

treat. So if you do one thing this year,
I highly recommend you travel over
the sea to Skye.

Historic York

t is well known that the city of York
is one of England’s most valued
cities historically, with people travelling from all over to see sights that
they would not be able to see wherever it is they call ‘home’.
The most iconic site in York is York
Minster due to the sheer size of the
building, although in relatively recent
times to see inside the Minster, you
must purchase a ticket which seems
to put quite a few visitors off. The majority of attractions in York require a
paid entry such as Jorvik (although
temporarily closed due to flood
damage, it is aiming to open spring
2017 following a major redesigning
project). York Castle Museum is also
a paid visit and is highly thought of,
with one of its attractions being a
recreation of a Victorian street, giving
a glimpse into Victorian York.
You don’t have to pay for all of York’s

hen people think of travel,
they perhaps consider faraway, landmark destinations
such as the Eiffel Tower in Paris, the
Pyramids of Giza or the Empire State
Building in New York. It is too easy
for destinations on our doorstep to
slip the mind. But in a location such
as Bangor with so many interesting
and beautiful destinations so nearby,
it would be rude not to write about
any of them. One such destination is
Beaumaris. It is easily reached from
Bangor, with regular buses operating around the city. There are plenty

TRAVEL

top attractions, however. The National Railway Museum is free (donations
only) and holds a vast amount of
trains and an exhibition presenting
the story of the ambulance trains
during the First World War. When
visiting a new place, there is never a
better free activity to do than to walk
around and explore to get a taste for
the area.
In Britain we are so accustomed
to our history that we perhaps take
cities such as York for granted. With
York’s historic city walls and streets,
particularly the Shambles – a street
with buildings dating back to the
1400s, York is a wonderful city to simply walk around taking in the historic
surroundings.
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THE SEREN
CROSSWORD
SUDOKU!
EASY

HARD
ACROSS
1. Neither dead nor alive
3. Used to light a Jack O’ Lantern
6. Where a corpse or vampire rest
10.Spookiest night of the year
13.Known for casting spells
14.The month Halloween is in
18.Place where the dead reside
20.Drinks blood by night

DOWN
2. What a house is where a ghost resides
4. Favourite food of zombies
5. Loud noise in a storm
7. Edgar Allen Poe dislikes this bird
8. Directions for cooking treats
9. A lycanthrope by the full moon
11. Pirates use this on their flags
12. Found in a grave yard
15. Something worn on Halloween
16. A place where coffins are stored
17. Sound made when frightened
19. A reanimated corpse
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What constitutes a ‘role
model’ within sport?

by JACK HOLLINSHEAD

E

Home Nation News: World Cup 2018 Qualifiers
by JACK HOLLINSHEAD

Wales

After their exceptional performance
at Euro 2016, Wales’ will be full of confidence that they will be in Russia for
their first World Cup appearance in 60
years. After beating Moldova 4-0 in the
opening game, Chris Coleman would
have been expecting more of the same.
Despite a Joe Allen screamer, they
drew 2-2 with Austria before being
held again at home to Georgia, sharing a goal apiece. I don’t think that the
summer was a one off performance by
the Dragons. The performances they
displayed were outstanding and they
made the semi-finals on the perfect
combination of heart and ability, not
solely on luck. They’ll be back to their
best when facing Serbia next month.

England

As Sam Alledyce resigned with a
100%-win ratio following his bribery
allegation, Gareth Southgate began his
interim term. A strong first half performance enough against Malta to secure all 3 points, but the Sloveina game
was painful from a three lions perspective. If it wasn’t for Joe Hart producing
some moments of sheer class, it could

have easily been a white wash. Annoyingly, the focus of the international
break was more on Wayne Rooney
(above, left) remaining as England
captain and part of the squad. Despite
his drop in form, he is undoubtedly a
footballer you want in this young crop
of players to provide a level of experience following the recent retirements
of Gerrard, Lampard, Terry and Ferdiand over the past few years.

Scotland

A draw against Lithuania and disappointing defeat and performance
against Slovakia sees Scotland sit
fourth in Group F; which England
currently top. Gordon Strachan will be
looking for more promising displays
and, more importantly, wins in the
next few qualifiers in order to contend
for qualification after being the only
home nation who failed to represent in
France over the summer.

third in the group behind the unbeaten teams of Germany and Azerbaijan
but with 7 games remaining, qualification looks more than possible after a
decent start to qualification. Manager
Michael O’Neill will be hoping none of
his key players get injured during their
club duties before the next round of
qualifiers, as he only has 40 first team
footballers to choose from.

Republic of Ireland

Maximum points saw the Republic of
Ireland leap frog wales to take second
spot in group D. Sheamus Coleman
(below) secured a 1-0 win over Georgia before James McClean netted 2 in
the 3-1 victory over Moldova. Martin
O’Neill will be pleased with his teams’
performances and hoping for continued success next month alongside
ensuring all players are fit and well for
selection as club football continues.

verybody has an idol growing up. Whether it be someone
within your family or a celebrity.
Often, children, teenagers, men and
women look at professional, sporting
athletes for inspiration. They spend
years of dedication from a tender age
perfecting their professions and enhancing their techniques and abilities. They put everything on the line
in the hope of achieving their dreams.
However, in today’s society, there is a
blurred line over the title ‘role model’.
How do sportsmen and women represent themselves in the public domain?
The majority put point their centre of
attention in the right direction by setting up foundations to tackle serious
issues such as Roger Federer (below,
bottom), whose foundation (the Roger
Federer Foundation) helps to provide
education and stability for children
living in poverty. Some set a great example by dominating their respective
fields through a fantastic work ethic
and determination such as Simone
Biles (below, top) and Dame Sarah
Storey.

Northern Ireland

A mixed week for the Green and
White Army saw them put four past
San Marino but fall short against Germany, losing 2-0. This leaves them

Sporting Round-Up: what went on in October
by JACK HOLLINSHEAD

Fury vacates world titles

Tyson fury vacates WBO and WBA
world heavyweight title belts to deal
with personal issues following an
omission to taking cocaine in order
to battle depression. BBBoC (British
Boxing Board of Control) have revoked his licence upon investigating
anti-doping violations. This looked to
pave the way for Anthony Joshua to
face Kiltschko in December, but those
dreams have been crushed for boxing
fans as it now looks set for 2017. Although I do not condemn the actions
of Tyson Fury, I hope he makes a full
and speedy recovery from any personal troubles he is facing.

match up for America. Strong singles
matches on the final day by Stenson,
Pieters and Bello were not enough for
Europe, as USA won 5 of the remaining 6 matches convincingly to claim
victory for the first time since 2008.

Team GB paraded in Manchester after Rio 2016

Great Britain’s Olympian and Paralympian’s were given a hero’s welcome
in Manchester, celebrating the tremendous achievements the athletes
accomplished. Thousands gathered in
the streets to see some of the standout stars such as Max Whitlock, Adam
Peaty and Kadeena Cox say a few
words and display their medals.

people who have supported and followed my career”.

Ronda rousey returning UFC
207 30th December

On the 12th October, it was announced that Ronda Rousey (below)
would make her returning against
Amanda Nunes for the bantamweight
title. This will be Rousey’s first appearance in the octagon in over a year, following her first defeat and knockout at
the hands of Holly Holm.

Jessica Ennis-Hill retires

America end Europe’s reign as
holders of the ryder cup

Team USA beat Europe 17-11 at
Hazeltine National Golf Club in Minnesota (below). A strong start at the
beginning of the weekend set the

the headlines for all the wrong reasons
since becoming a reasonably permanent fixture in both Aston Villa’s team
and part of the England U21’s. He has
been investigated by the club for a
number of issues over the past few seasons and isn’t setting the best example
for young fans. However, he is making
improvement, especially on the pitch.
In the modern era though, we are forever comparing players. When he is
put alongside Marcus Rashford, who
is few years younger than Grealish, he
could learn a thing or two. Since getting his chance way back in February,
he has been sensational, scoring match
winners against Arsenal and Manchester City which led to a senior England
call-up for Euro 2016. Not to mention scoring on his Manchester United
and England debuts. Grealish (below)
is a very talented and bright young
footballer, but could learn to keep his
head pointed in the right direction
from Rashford. All young children
who adrore the beautiful game should
take notes from Rashford, who enjoys
playing and has no fear in the process
despite the high profile situations he
finds himself in.

Jessica Ennis-Hill (below) has announced her retirement from athletics.
The heptathelete won gold at London
2012 and silver over the summer at
Rio. In a post on her Instagram account, Ennis stated “that retiring now
is right. I’ve always said I want to leave
my sport on a high and have no regrets… a huge thank-you to all those

Unfortunately, a small minority in
the vast world of sport forget that
they’re in the spotlight and, more often
than not, get called out on it. Tattoo’s
and exuberant haircuts are becoming
a social stigma; therefore, you cannot
blame grown adults for dressing how
they wish within their social and private life, within reason of course. I’m
talking about committing acts which
are not inside the laws or associated
with the profession of sport. Lance
Armstrong (below), formerly one of
the most decorated athletes in the
world was found guilty of blood doping which expanded across most of his
career. Not only do actions like this
destroy the sport, but the person becomes unpopular beyond comprehension. Due to his dominance of the Tour
de France, Armstrong was regarded as
an inspiration. No matter which sport
you play, you would have looked to
him with astonishment, thinking ‘one
day, I’m going to be successful like
that’. Now, as a sporting icon, nothing.

Bisping defeats Henderson at
UFC 204

Michael Bisping retained his title
against Henderson at UFC 204 in front
of a hometown Manchester crowd.
With the fight going the distance, both
competitors took 2 rounds a piece before Bisping came out on top to keep
his Mid-weight division championship.

On the other hand, the most talked
about property not only in boxing, but
in the world, Anthony Joshua (below),
has overcome a shady past, to become
the most dedicated and focused athlete. Going above and beyond to reach
his goals. Has has achieved Olympic
gold in London, an unbeaten professional record and is the current IBF
heavyweight champion. A prime example of changing his mentality and
becoming the best. It is a difficult situation to be in as an elite sports performer. There are a lot of outside influence and money within the profession
that can make it hard. But they should
always remember, like any job, they
have a responsibility and example to
set. I know they’re not machines. They
are human beings and they should be
allowed to enjoy their free time. But
with the spotlight on them, they just
need to think about when and where
there do.
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Derby-Day Delight

Bangor City come back in the second half to beat Rhyl 3-2
by JACK HOLLINSHEAD

H

enry Jones completed a wonderful second half comeback
against local rivals Rhyl FC,
strengthening the Citizens’ third place
position in the Welsh Premier Division. Having controlled vast periods of
the game, it was a well-deserved three
points for the blues, pleasing manager
Andy Legg and the fans in attendance.
Before the game started, both teams,
officials and spectators held a minute’s
silence to remember the disaster at
Aberfan in which 144 people tragically
lost their lives. In addition, 5 minutes
into the match, both sets of fans joined
in a minute’s applause to remember
Bangor City fan Kevin Pritchard and
Rhyl legend Selwyn Morris who unfortunately passed away recently.
The game started with Bangor dominating most of the possession and having a few early chances including H.
Jones smashing the post before a few
challenges began to creep in - typi-

cal of a derby-day match up. Bangor
continued to press, finding plenty of
space and using plenty of width, only
to see the offside flag and some resilient Rhyl defending damper their rewards. 35 minutes into the first half, a
freekick for Rhyl’s Kristen Pierce was
deflected in to give the visitors a goal
advantage towards the break. The lead
was doubled soon after with some exchanges in and around the box before
Ahmadi found the ball at his feet and
clinically finished. Bangor continued
to dominate possession heading into
halftime but couldn’t grab a goal back
before halftime. Rhyl went into the interval with a two-goal lead, with Simpson picking up a booking. A halftime
substitute for the visitors saw Buckley
depart for Lamb.
Bangor started the second half exactly like the first, pressing and winning the first and second ball from
Rhyl clearances. Rodrigo Branco saw a
long-range lob tipped over the bar by
Evans but moments later he was played
in behind the visitors back line to dink

it over the keeper to ignite the comeback. The Citizens only substitute saw
Christian Lagos replace Laurence Wilson, who made an immediate impact
after coming on. A blistering burst of
pace saw Lagos cut inside from the
right-hand side, causing Simpson to
bring him down and pick up his second booking, leaving Rhyl with 10
men for the remainder of the second
half remaining. Some good exchanges
of short passing around the area created chances and Bangor’s possession and patience was rewarded with
an equaliser. Dan Nardiello brought
down the ball with an acute touch,
turned and slotted the ball home to
keep the momentum with the home
side and make the score 2-2. Despite
going down to ten men, Rhyl were
still finding ways forward to create opportunities but they came to no avail.
Turning defence into attack, Bangor
were becoming stronger and stronger,
stretching the visitor’s midfield and
back four by switching play with ease,
allowing Lagos to use his pace. The

winner came 20 minutes before the
end, with a cross to the back post being
met by Henry Jones who headed the
ball back across goal, beating Evans. A
much-deserved reward for Jones who
was outstanding all evening, moving
the ball fluently from midfield and
creating several opportunities for the
blues. Rhyl manager Neil McGuiness
was sent to the stands shortly after the
Bangor winner, much to the delight of
the home supporters.
The Citizens managed the remainder
of the game to near perfection. They
stuck to their game plan, switching
the play from flank to flank and Lagos,
Shaw and H. Jones had continued success cutting inside or finding crosses.
This opened the midfield area, allowing Bangor’s back four to play out
and keep the game under control as
opposed to kicking long. A few tired
challenges saw some late bookings and
the pace slow at times, working to the
advantage of the home side. Bangor
created a few half chances to put the
game out of reach for Rhyl but couldn’t

find the back of the net.
Despite their remaining substitutes
entering the fray, a late push of bodies
forward and a free kick for Rhyl in injury time, Bangor claimed the derbyday victory to ensure all three points
and stay third in the table, six points
above fourth place Bala Town after 12
games. This will give the team confidence heading into another important
home game against The New Saints in
the quarter-finals of the Nathaniel MG
Cup. The way they performed showed
a real maturity. They made the extra
man count, and ensured they didn’t
lose focus during the final stages when
it mattered to close out the game. For
the majority of the game, the back
four were solid in their organisation
and defended long balls well, allowing
the midfield to regain possession and
orchestrate the play, feeding the front
men on numerous occasions. All positives heading into Tuesday.

